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Abstract: The Internet of things model enables a world in which all of our everyday devices can
be integrated and communicate with each other and their surroundings to gather and share data
and simplify task implementation. Such an Internet of things environment would require seamless
authentication, data protection, stability, attack resistance, ease of deployment, and self-maintenance,
among other things. Blockchain, a technology that was born with the cryptocurrency Bitcoin, may
fulfill Internet of things requirements. However, due to the characteristics of both Internet of things
devices and Blockchain technology, integrating Blockchain and the Internet of things can cause several
challenges. Despite a large number of papers that have been published in the field of Blockchain and
the Internet of things, the problems of this combination remain unclear and scattered. Accordingly,
this paper aims to provide a comprehensive survey of the challenges related to Blockchain–Internet of
things integration by evaluating the related peer-reviewed literature. The paper also discusses some
of the recommendations for reducing the effects of these challenges. Moreover, the paper discusses
some of the unsolved concerns that must be addressed before the next generation of integrated
Blockchain–Internet of things applications can be deployed. Lastly, future trends in the context of
Blockchain–Internet of things integration are discussed.

Keywords: BC; BIoT; challenge; integration; trend

1. Introduction

Academics, researchers, and entrepreneurs are all interested in the Internet of things
(IoT) these days because of its ability to provide novel services across a wide range of
applications such as COVID-19 [1] and intelligent healthcare [2]. The IoT connects diverse
things and devices to establish a physical network where processing, sensing, and com-
munication activities are automatically managed without human intervention [3]. In the
last decade, there has been significant growth in the number of IoT devices on the market.
The number of IoT devices on the market is nearing 25 billion, with predictions that this
number will rise to 50 billion by the end of 2025 [4]. To achieve such massive development,
new arrangements are required, such as following the centralized IoT–cloud approach. The
organization’s system for cloud computing and data processing is referred to as IoT–cloud
architecture. Here, the cloud manages and visualizes data flows from IoT devices while
processing and analyzing them [5]. Although this approach may work well today, the
projected development indicates that new approaches will be required in the future [6,7]
due to several challenges of the centralized IoT–cloud approach. The following are some of
the problems that a centralized IoT–cloud architecture faces [8–12]: (1) if the centralized
server fails, the entire network system is at risk of being paralyzed and interrupted; (2) data
fraud makes it difficult for IoT devices owners to trust partners who have oversight and
access to the collected data; (3) data maintained in centralized clouds lack accountability
and traceability because they depend on a trusted third party to store and retain data;
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(4) the central architecture is no longer robust enough to handle vast amounts of data and
end-to-end interactions as a result of the rapid growth of IoT applications. Furthermore,
due to the variety of smart devices on the market, maintaining and updating these devices
are almost impossible; (5) since transparency is critical for promoting security and trust
when designing next-generation IoT solutions, open-source techniques should be consid-
ered; (6) because most safe cryptographic methods need a large amount of processing
power and energy, the encryption process is a big barrier due to the heterogeneity and
limited compute capacity of IoT devices; (7) due to the constantly increasing number of IoT
devices number, relevant IoT ecosystems must accommodate future network development
while also processing a huge volume of data exchanged in a high-performance manner.
The abovementioned challenges cannot be achieved in centralized IoT–cloud architecture.
These problems necessitate a rethinking of the IoT’s structure. Although decentralized
systems for enormous peer-to-peer (P2P) wireless sensor networks have been developed in
the past to overcome the drawbacks of the centralized IoT–cloud architecture, security and
privacy requirements were lacking until the advent of Blockchain (BC) technology [13].

BC can carry out, organize, and monitor transactions provided by several devices
without the need for a centralized cloud. To validate a transaction, BC is a decentralized
system that does not require trust among participants. Its origins can be traced back to
the cryptocurrency Bitcoin system [14]. The integration of BC and IoT (BIoT) may result
in several benefits [15–18] for IoT security. Firstly, it provides a P2P framework that does
not require a middle layer such as a third trusted party. Secondly, BC technology has
no single point of failure, and, when it is used with smart contracts, it enables more
secure transactions, which protects against various scams since smart contracts provide
access control and improve stability, confidentiality, and authentication. By ensuring
the data are cryptographically encrypted and signed by the rightful sender, BC ensures
data confidentiality and authentication. Thirdly, the capacity of the entire network can
be expanded due to its P2P nature. Fourthly, BC enables transactions to be performed
quickly. Once built and attached to the BC network, each IoT device will get symmetric
key pair, eliminating the need for key management and delivery in the BC network. As a
consequence, lightweight authentication protocols can be used. The need for computing
and memory capacity in IoT devices can be met and organized by these lightweight
protocols. Fifthly, the immutability of IoT using data logs stored on BC ensures traceability
and transparency. Lastly, due to its tamper-proof design and safe storage, BC may enable
the secure release of software updates to IoT devices.

Despite all of the above advantages, BIoT integration may pose several challenges [3,19–23].
Mission-critical situations, in particular, raise additional questions. Since BIoT integration
is a dynamic process influenced by multiple interrelated factors, adding BC to the IoT
ecosystem adds more organizational and technological requirements. Hence, this paper
aims to provide a comprehensive survey about BIoT integration challenges. Consequently,
this paper focuses on the following research questions:

RQ1: What are the current challenges that face BIoT integration?
RQ2: What recommendations have been provided in the literature to overcome these
challenges?
RQ3: What are the future concerns and research trends for BIoT integration?

This paper has several key contributions. Firstly, although BC has been in use for
some years, little thorough research on BIoT challenges exists. This article provides a com-
prehensive survey of BIoT challenges based on a survey of the existing literature on BIoT
integration. This survey might be one of several studies that look into these issues in depth.
Seven challenges categories were identified in this paper: security, privacy preservation,
technical considerations, scalability, computational processing, characteristic considera-
tions, regulations and guidelines, and BIoT design. Secondly, in addition to exploring the
problems of BIoT, this paper also reports the recommended solutions to these challenges.
The majority of reviewed studies recommended turning the BC phase into another layer
(i.e., not an IoT device), such as a fog layer, edge layer, software-defined networking (SDN),
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or cloud layer as IoT is still in its infancy. Thirdy, the current research problems of IoT
decentralization using BC, as well as future challenges in the field, are presented in depth.
Seven future BIoT challenges were identified: security, privacy, communication and con-
sensus mechanism, scalability and capability constraints, standardization and regulations,
BC platform, and big data. Lastly, potential BIoT integration trends were explored. New
BC-based business models, AI, quantum computing, double-chained IoT security, and IoT,
BC, and 6G interoperability are among these trends.

The paper performed a thorough study of the literature by searching the related
papers in major scholarly databases (IEEE Xplore, Springer Link, Wiley Online Library,
ACM digital library, MDPI Online, Science Direct, Emerald Insight, and SAGE Publication)
to identify and consider the current state of BIoT challenges, as well as future research
directions. According to the databases scanned, the use of various BC platforms has been
the subject of several journal and conference publications in the field of BIoT such as Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Multichain, and Hyperledger Fabric. Table 1 summarizes the abbreviations that
appeared in this article. The remainder of the article is structured as follows: Section 2
presents the background and related work; Section 3 responds to the research questions;
future research trends and directions are explored in Section 4; the findings’ discussion and
limitations are presented in Section 5; Section 6 concludes the paper.

Table 1. Table of abbreviations used in the article.

Abbreviation Definition Abbreviation Definition

ADEPT Autonomous Distributed P2P
Telemetry FNN Feed-forward neural network

AES Advanced Encryption Standard HLF Hyperledger Fabric

BBP Bitcoin Backbone Protocol IATBA International Association for Trusted Blockchain
Applications

BC Blockchain IoT Internet of things

BECI Bitcoin Energy Usage Index IOTA Internet of things application

BIoT Blockchain and Internet of things
integration IPFS InterPlanetary File System

CBECI Cambridge Bitcoin Power
Consumption Index ISO International Organization for Standardization

CNN Convolutional neural network LSTM Long-short term memory

DAG Directed acyclic graph MiTM Man-in-the-middle

DDoS Distributed denial of service NIS Network and information security

DID Decentralized identity PBFT Practical Byzantine fault tolerance

DHT Distributed hash-table PKI Public key infrastructure

DLT Distributed ledger technology PoA Proof-of-activity

DPoS Delegate proof-of-stake PoC Proof-of-capacity

EEA Enterprise Ethereum Alliance PoW Proof-of-work

ECC Elliptic Curve Cryptography QoS Quality of service

ETH Ether SDN Software-defined networking

EVM Ethereum Virtual Machine SSI Self-sovereign identity

FBA Federated Byzantine agreement SVM Support vector machines

FC Fog computing zkSNARK Zero-knowledge succinct non-interactive
argument of knowledge
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2. Background and Related Work

BC’s novelty is one of the reasons that more professionals and academics are becoming
interested in it. The structure and architecture of the BC are discussed and illustrated
in the sections below. The basic features of BC, as well as three different types of BC
(private, public, and consortium), are then explained in detail. It is important to note that
the structure and architecture discussion is centered on Bitcoin, which is the most prevalent
and documented BC in the literature. We also cover Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric (HLF),
and Multichain BC-based platforms.

2.1. Blockchain Structure and Architecture

Distributed ledger technology (DLT) and directed acyclic graph (DAG) are revolu-
tionizing the way information is shared [24]. DLT is a P2P network that maintains a
decentralized database [25]. The ledger is validated and copied by each node. The BC is
one kind of DLT. The BC divides data into blocks, which are subsequently chained together
(connected) using an append-only structure. Although it is far from the only DLT data
format, the chain-based block structure is the most widespread [26]. DLT may also be im-
plemented using other data structures such as DAG. DAG, like BC, may store transactions.
Nodes connected to at least one, but possibly many additional transactions describe these
data transactions. Links, on the other hand, are precisely directed, pointing from a previous
transaction to a current one. It is also worth noting that because DAGs are acyclic, they do
not allow loops [27]. There are no blocks in DAGs, and no mining is conducted, compared
to BC. While transactions may authenticate one another, they cannot validate themselves.
Furthermore, while entering the DAG, at least one prior transaction must be authenticated
before a new transaction may be created. Each new transaction must refer to the previous
one [27]. The hashes of the parent transaction are signed by the new transaction, which then
integrates them into the new transaction [28]. DAG and BC technologies are combined in
hybrid DLTs. Bexam is a hybrid DLT that combines flexible chains with hierarchical nodes
to give the security of BC, generating roughly 40 million transactions per second. Bexam is
highly scalable and simple to incorporate into large-scale systems. Furthermore, processing
resources and power consumption are low. Token technology is also used by Bexam to
create transactions [28]. We focus on BC in this paper because it is the most widely used
distributed ledger system.

BC is a distributed and mutual ledger that keeps track of a constantly expanding list
of blocks that are connected and guarded with cryptography. It is necessary to understand
BC elements before diving into the activities of BC. The BC employs a decentralized
architecture, with the user and data access permissions separated. The security problems
associated with central controls are eliminated with BC-based applications [29]. To maintain
data privacy and security, all processes are registered [30]. The BC, in a typical Bitcoin
structure, is made up of three technical elements: a cryptographic hash function, a Merkle
tree, and a BC. Hash functions are mathematical formulas that produce a lengthy sequence
of characters as inputs. All of the previous inputs are combined into a single Merkle Tree,
which links all of the transactions into the BC [31]. The block header is made up of the
Merkle tree, the block stamp, and the preceding block header, which is a special ID. As a
result, the BC uses the block header to track previous record history. The Merkle tree is a
data structure for storing key-value pairs that are encrypted.

The Bitcoin BC system creates a secure public data reading process dependent on
anonymity. Both nodes can instantly and safely validate and share data inside the device
without any interference, thanks to agreements and protocols. The data in the BC system
are encrypted and anonymized to different degrees. The most widely used hash functions
in BC and cryptocurrencies are the SHA-256 series. There is no requirement to reveal or
check each node’s identity or relevant information unless lawfully necessary. Before being
written into the BC, data must be checked with a timestamp (used to assure the uniqueness
of the transactions). All can write and read data and nodes with maintenance functions in
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the BC system, which is free and transparent. Via open interfaces, anybody can query BC
data and create similar applications.

When any participant or node in the network makes a transaction, it is broadcasted
to all nodes in the network after a so-called signing process, which involves two steps:
hashing and encryption to generate a digital signature. The process starts by hashing the
transaction with some hash function, such as SHA-256, which yields the hash value. Then,
the sender’s private key encrypts the transaction, resulting in a digital signature. After that,
the transaction, as well as the digital signature, are transmitted to the entire network [32,33].
A BC validator/miner is in charge of checking transactions on the network. After collecting
a series of transactions, miners can begin the validation process by performing the follow-
ing steps to ensure they are legal (i.e., no malicious transactions or double spends) [21]:
(1) miners decode the digital signature using the sender’s public key, resulting in a de-
crypted hash value; (2) the miners use the same hash function to generate a new hash value
from the received address; (3) if the current hash value meets the decrypted hash value, the
transaction has not been tampered with, and the integrity, verification, and non-repudiation
requirements have been met; (4) each miner creates a block of authenticated transactions,
and that the validation process is accordingly finished [21,34].

The hardware layer, data layer, network layer, consensus layer, incentive layer, contract
layer, and application layer are the seven major layers in a basic BC architecture [26,27,35,36].
The elements of each layer are depicted in Figure 1. In this section, we go through each of
these levels and their functions.
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Figure 1. BC layered architecture.

(1) Hardware layer: Actuators, sensors, smart devices, controllers, and edge/fog nodes
are all represented in this layer. The IoT is made up of these devices connected by a
variety of wireless and wired communication protocols.

(2) Data layer: Blocks, transactions, the hash function, the digital signature, and the
Merkle tree are all part of this layer. This layer collects IoT data from the lower layer
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in the form of transactions and encrypts it using asymmetric cryptographic methods,
hashes, and digital signatures.

(3) Network layer: This layer serves as a P2P network on top of the communication
layer. Only a network architecture that allows peers to trade resources without the
participation of a third party allows for decentralization. While all P2P participants
can operate as both a requestor and service providers, they can be divided into
categories on the basis of the support services they provide, such as database, routing,
and mining.

(4) Consensus layer: The distributed consensus necessary to verify a block’s trustworthiness
and guarantees that all peers have an accurate ledger copy are managed by this layer.
However, owing to network failures, communication delays, or malevolent nodes, agents
and nodes may end up with various perceptions of the system’s status (i.e., forks). As a
result, avoiding such forks is one of the problems of a consensus method.

(5) Incentive layer: The incentive layer is the heart of the BC network since it includes
economic factors such as Ether (ETH) (a cryptocurrency that was created as a result of
the confirmation of transactions on the Ethereum), Zcash (a protocol that provides a
decentralized cryptocurrency, to store funds and generate a new private key for every
new account [21]), and allocation methods to incentivize nodes to give their time and
effort to data verification.

(6) Contract layer: This layer is in charge of digital money, as well as the design and
management of smart contracts. Algorithms, smart contracts, and scripts are applied
to allow more sophisticated transactions.

(7) Application layer: This layer offers services across a wide range of industries, includ-
ing logistics, healthcare, IoT, and smart cities.

2.2. Blockchain Platforms

In general, two major categories can be identified for BC: permissionless and permis-
sioned [25–27].

(1) Permissionless: This form of BC, also known as public BC, permits transactions to
be viewable to all nodes. To authenticate a transaction, every node in the network
can participate in BC consensus. The node does not require authorization, and it may
be unknown to the rest of the network. Nodes in a permissionless network support
and collaborate on a large scale. Each transaction is associated with a processing fee,
which offers an incentive for peers looking to add additional blocks to the BC [37].
Because altering the contents of the permissionless BC would be prohibitively costly,
it is immune to hacking. Each transaction comprises an incentive (i.e., transaction fees)
to the peer that approves the transaction into a new block because the decentralized
consensus involves hundreds of other peers [36]. Bitcoin is the most well-known
permissionless cryptocurrency. Another well-known permissionless BC is Ethereum.

(2) Permissioned: This type of BC network may be classified as either private or consor-
tium BCs.

A. Private: These BCs are generally located in the heart of a single company that
can verify transactions. Transactions may be read by the public or authorized
parties. Private BCs operate without the need for money or tokens, and their
transactions are fee-free [38]. Because blocks are broadcasted by surrogate
nodes, a private BC is not as impenetrable to tampering as a public BC, but the
firm may roll back its BC at any point in time. Multichain is an example of a
private BC. Multichain is a Bitcoin fork with several features, including rights
management, rapid setup, and data streams [39].

B. Consortium: This type of BCs is managed by a small cluster of users from
outside the group who are not allowed to confirm transactions. While the
whole public may view transactions, only members of a limited group can write
them. HLF is the most widely used and well-known federated BC. There are
two sorts of HLF nodes: validating peers and nonvalidating peers. Validating
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peers are in charge of verifying transactions, establishing agreements, and
keeping the ledger up to date. Nonvalidating peers can examine and verify
transactions [36,40].

Due to the benefits that this technology provides, BC systems and implementation
have recently arisen from a wide range of fields such as IoT, transportation, finance, eHealth,
and energy applications. In the sections below, we survey some of the most widely used BC
platforms. Since there are many platforms and they are constantly changing, it is difficult
to study them all; thus, only the most common and most appropriate IoT domain platforms
are surveyed (i.e., Bitcoin, Ethereum, HLF, and Multichain) [41]. Because investing in a
specific BC technology is a mid- to long-term commitment, these are quite high levels of
support. Some current systems are supported by a large number of individual developers,
while others are supported by companies. The Ethereum Foundation, for example, is a
nonprofit organization established in Switzerland, while the Bitcoin project has a large
open-source development community [41]. IBM and the Linux Foundation support HLF.
Table 2 offers a summary of the most critical characteristics of these four platforms. It is
worth noting here that different authors refer differently to the specifications of the four
platforms. The summary in the table is based on what was reported in [10,13,42–44].

Table 2. Comparison of Bitcoin, Ethereum, HLF, and Multichain BCs’ platforms.

Features Bitcoin Ethereum HLF Multichain

Access Public Public Consortium Private

Open source Yes Yes Yes Yes

Consensus PoW PoS/PoW PBTF/SIEVE PBTF/Ripple

Crypto currency Bitcoin ETH None Multicurrency

Smart contracts Bitcoin script Smart contract Chain code Smart filters

Special hardware requirement No No No No

Average transaction per second 7 15–20 3500 200–1000

Hashing algorithm SHA-256 Ethash, KECCAK-256 SHAKE256, SHA3 SHA-256

ID management No No Yes Yes

Key management No No Yes Yes

Trustless operation Yes Yes Trusted validators Trusted validators

Data confidentiality No No Yes Yes

Authentication No Medium High High

Three of the BC platforms reported in Table 2 endorse cryptocurrency, which may be-
come significant according to how reward schemes are configured for various applications.
Since many C platforms are built on Bitcoin BC, they share features such as using the proof-
of-work (PoW) consensus protocol, not having specific hardware to generate new blocks,
and being written in C++. All platforms use smart contracts, except for Bitcoin which does
not use smart contracts. All the platforms do not use special hardware preparations, while
only HLF and Multichain provide ID and key management, enable data confidentiality,
and require trusted validators to validate the transactions.

It is essential to discuss the concept and functions of the smart contract in the context
of BC platforms because they are a requirement of many BIoT platforms [45]. A smart
contract is defined as a computerized protocol that implements a contract’s terms [46]. A
smart contract’s ability to implement or self-execute contractual clauses is one of its most
important characteristics [47]. Furthermore, smart contracts have greatly added to the
energy of BC, and this integration has resulted in the second generation of BCs (i.e., BC 2.0).
In a trustworthy environment, a mix of automatically executed contracts and no centralized
oversight has the potential to revolutionize the way business is conducted today [47]. In
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essence, the smart contract code is stored on the BC, and each contract is known by a
unique address, which users may access by sending a transaction to [28]. The BC consensus
protocol ensures that the contract is executed correctly. Smart contracts provide several
benefits, including cost savings, speed, accuracy, performance, and openness, which have
prompted the development of a slew of new applications in a diversity of fields [48]. While
Bitcoin includes a simple scripting language, it has proven inadequate, prompting the
development of modern BC systems that provide Smart contract features [49].

Ethereum, the most common smart contract BC network, is a BC with a Turing-
complete programming language that enables smart contracts and dispersed applications
to be defined. Ethereum contracts are written in a stack-based bytecode language at a basic
level called “Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) code” [50]. Financial smart contracts also
require details about current events and states in the real world. The so-called oracles have
this information. These institutions are essential for the efficient incorporation of smart
contracts into the real world, but they add to the challenge by requiring authentication,
confidentiality, and oracle trust [51].

Table 3 reports the advantages and disadvantages of these four platforms [10,13,42–44,46].
The fact that all four most common BC platforms are open-source is a major factor in their
success. While HLF and Multichain can provide high scalability and authentication, Bitcoin
can provide low levels of authentication and scalability, and Ethereum can provide medium
levels of scalability and authentication. Both Bitcoin and Ethereum are linked to a 51%
attack level, while this value is 33% for HLF and Multichain. The security level provided
by Bitcoin and Ethereum is low since the data are accessible to the public; however, the
level is medium for HLF and high for Multichain. The privacy level is high when using
HLF and Multichain, but low for Ethereum and Bitcoin since there is no authentication
applied and they are publicly accessible.

Table 3. Advantages and disadvantages of Bitcoin, Ethereum, HLF, and Multichain BCs’ platforms.

Platform Advantages Disadvantages

Bitcoin

• Open-source
• P2P network, which allows rapid worldwide

payments
• It is the most secure and widely used BC-based

payment method

• Low scalability, low security, low privacy, low
transaction rate

• 51% attack
• Loops and recursion are not supported by the

Bitcoin script.
• Limited decentralization

Ethereum • Open-source
• Decentralized P2P network

• Medium scalability, low security, low privacy, low
transaction rate

• 51% attack

HLF

• High privacy, high scalability, high transaction rate
• Open-source cross-industry standardization
• Sophisticated data queries and key-value pair data

are supported

• Medium security
• 1/3 fault node attack
• Complex architecture and lack of use cases

Multichain

• Open-source, high security, high privacy, high
scalability

• Low latency and high throughput
• High query functionality and decentralization

• Medium transaction rate
• 1/3 fault node attack
• No built-in support for smart contracts

2.2.1. Bitcoin Platform

The first cryptocurrency, as well as the first BC platform, was Bitcoin. It provides a safe
payment system that can be embedded into applications to conduct financial transactions
quickly and reliably. Autonomous machines can use Bitcoin to make micropayments and
act as wallets in the BIoT [51]. Due to the transaction costs charged, it is not financially
advantageous to process small payments (i.e., less than $) using the current banking and
credit systems. However, with Bitcoin, that is now ridiculously simple. However, due
to a variety of factors, including scalability, fees, and block size, the BC platform design
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is not practical for facilitating micropayments [52]. BC solutions should allow many
micropayments to be made without the transactions being logged on the main BC [53].
Therefore, the new BC approach recommends grouping up multiple minor transactions
into one larger transaction [54].

When using BC for micropayments, applications are usually tied to the currency,
which can be a disadvantage since inflation of the coin can have a detrimental impact on
the application. When carrying out transactions, Bitcoin provides a scripting language
that enables complex conditions to be set. However, as compared to other smart contract
systems, the scripting is very limited [46]. To validate transactions, Bitcoin uses the PoW
consensus protocol, which requires substantial resources and energy.

2.2.2. Ethereum Platform

Ethereum is a BC smart contract platform because it allows users to execute user-
defined applications, decreases the number of tree structures, and increases scalability,
stability, and usability [50]. It is a network that allows decentralized apps to be built on
top of the BC. For various items, Ethereum utilizes diverse trees including a receipt tree, a
status tree, and a transaction tree. Each of these trees has its responsibilities and activities
to complete. The transaction tree is where information about transactions is stored, such
as transaction occurrences, blocked transactions, and transaction requests. The receiving
tree is in charge of keeping track of all activities. The account validity, account balance,
and other facts are handled by the status tree. Ethereum also has a strong upper-level
service/app creation interface in the context of the EVM language. The EVM acts as a
sandbox, allowing for a separate execution environment. Ethereum was created with the
Solidity programming language in mind [51]. The addition of smart contracts to the BC
pushes it away from currencies and makes it easier to incorporate this technology into new
fields. Ethereum is the most common platform for designing apps and involves a large
community. This can be used to enforce a variety of smart contracts, including supply
chain, banking, and shopping [10]. When using PoW, Ethereum needs substantial resources
and energy. The majority of IoT implementations use Ethereum or are Ethereum-compliant.
The simplest solution is to create a smart contract in which devices broadcast their policies
and measurements that adapt to changes [46].

2.2.3. Hyperledger Fabric Platform

Hyperledger started as an IBM-led Open BC project [55]. It was later donated to the
Linux Foundation’s Hyperledger Project, which evolved into the new Hyperledger. Differ-
ent regions need different networks and different forms of BC, according to Hyperledger’s
architecture goals [55]. HLF is an open-source platform that meets the general network
characteristics, including asset association and trading party identity verification, sensitive
transactions using detached transactions and identities, and confidential contract encryp-
tion. HLF provides an infrastructure that includes a range of modules, such as various
smart contract engines because the use of BC must respond to different needs [43]. HLF, in
particular, contains distinct BC frameworks and tools. Different consensus protocols are
supported by each framework. PoW is not supported by HLF, and extra privacy security
has yet to be included. It is also worth noting that HLF has multinational partnerships with
a variety of companies.

Various projects linked to BC have been built on the Hyperledger network, including
HLF. HLF develops enterprise BC applications (i.e., rules that can be customized to aid
various consensus protocols) such as distributed ledger systems, smart contract engines,
database libraries, graphical interfaces, and functionality libraries. In the BC-HLF, general-
purpose languages can be used to build distributed applications [43]. The IBM Watson
IoT Platform, which offers device management and allows data filtering and analysis, can
provide data to the BC from IoT devices, for instance.
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2.2.4. Multichain Platform

Private BC can be created and deployed using the Multichain framework. Multichain
is a fork of Bitcoin BC that focuses on adding features like user consent management and
improving data ledger functions [56]. Multichain also advocates both PoW and “Mining
Diversity”, a consensus protocol built on round-robin [43]. Mining Diversity’s fundamental
premise is that users in a private BC network are already “trusted” to a degree because
they are recognizable individuals. Mining Diversity will, thus, provide reliable consensus
and mining on the private BC network without relying on the computationally expensive
PoW algorithm. However, unlike some other platforms, Multichain does not provide users
with extra privacy [55]. Multichain makes use of an API that adds additional features to the
heart of the Bitcoin API, allowing for the managing of portfolios, funds, permissions, and
transfers, among other things. It also includes a command-line tool for interacting with
the network, as well as a variety of clients that can communicate with the network using
JSON-RPC, including Java, Ruby, Node.js, and C#. Multichain is a Bitcoin core fork, and its
source code is 64-bit compatible [55].

2.2.5. Other Popular Blockchain Platforms

There are several other well-known BC platforms including IoT Application (IOTA),
Libra, EOS.IO, IoT Chain, IoTeX, HDAC, Atonomi, and Hydrachain [10,57,58].

• IOTA: IOTA is a block-less distributed ledger based on the DAG. The tangle that
records the transactions in the IOTA DAG is known as the tangle. IOTA can execute
a greater number of microtransactions per second without incurring a charge. A
new transaction in IOTA must use a PoW method to validate and approve two prior
transactions. As the number of users in the IOTA network rises, the tangle becomes
more efficient, quicker, more reliable, and secure.

• Libra: It is a decentralized BC that enables cryptocurrency and has a consistent value
supported by low-volatility reserves such as fiat money. This platform was created to
assist unbanked people with quick, safe, and scalable financial services. Libra’s unified
auditing services for controllers and validators represent one of its most important features.
Libra includes a native programming language called Move that allows the creation of
customized transactions and smart contracts that are secure, flexible, and verifiable.

• EOS.IO: It is a new BC protocol that eliminates transaction fees and can handle millions
of transactions per second. For enterprise-level DApps, the EOS BC architecture allows
both vertical and horizontal scalability. High TPS, low latency, high TPS, enhanced
parallel performance, and high sequential performance are all promising aspects
of EOS. Inter-BC communication is also supported by EOS (IBC). The consensus
algorithm used by EOS is delegate proof-of-stake (DPoS).

• IoT Chain: It is a platform designed to provide a light system for IoT devices’ security and
scalability demands. To achieve lightning-fast performance, IoT Chain combines a directed
acyclic network with the practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) consensus method.

• IoTeX: It is a BC-in-BC platform for M2M transactions that require privacy; the ar-
chitecture consists of a public Rootchain and Subchains, which are managed by the
Rootchain. Subchains are made up of either private or public BC and are responsible
for controlling groups of linked devices. Subchains communicate with one another
via establishing cross-BC transactions with the Rootchain.

• HDAC: IoT contracts and M2M transactions are handled via a Multichain platform.
The consensus method for this platform is ePoW, an energy-efficient variant of PoW.

• Atonomi: Atonomi is a platform built on the Ethereum framework that provides im-
mutable identity management services to help develop safe, trustworthy IoT devices.

• Hydrachain: It is an Ethereum platform extension that allows constructing a private
ledger.
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2.3. Blockchain Consensus Mechanism

The BC uses a consensus-based data update method. The newly produced data
must be confirmed by all or most of the BC nodes before they can be transferred into
the public ledger shared by all BC nodes [59]. Any node may read, write, validate data,
and generate consensus in this distributed system, earning rewards according to one of
four classic consensus mechanisms (i.e., PoW, PoS, DPoS, or PBFT) [60]. PoW, PoS, and
DPoS vary in terms of who has jurisdiction privileges. In PoW (one of the earliest and
costliest mechanisms, commonly used by Bitcoin and Ethereum), all nodes compete for the
privileges on a level playing field based on their processing capacity [61]. In current BCs,
PoW is the most widely used consensus method. The chance of mining a block in PoW is
determined by the miners. PoS requires fewer processing resources than PoW, making it an
energy-efficient method. The nodes in the PoS network are thought to be less interested
in hacking (attacking) it [42]. Miners (nodes) must, thus, confirm their involvement in the
form of cash regularly. As a result, the BC is ruled by the wealthiest players (miners), which
appears to be unjust [42]. Stakeholders choose the delegates who manage the permits
for authentication and accounting in DPoS. Bitshares’ bedrock is DPoS-based. Proof-of-
activity (PoA) is a hybrid technique that blends PoW and PoS. Instead of computational
power, the proof-of-capacity (PoC) makes use of the available hard drive space. Permacoin,
SpaceMint, and Burstcoin all use the PoC approach. PBFT is a byzantine fault tolerance
replication algorithm developed by IBM, which mines each block grounded on runtimes
within stable execution environments using a random option of manager. One BC network
that uses PBFT is HLF. The architecture of consensus structures faces a challenge in terms
of scalability. A variety of adapted protocols have been developed to meet the various
specifications of BC applications.

Private BCs have unique characteristics, such as a smaller number of members and
the ability to be semi-reliable, compared to public BCs. They are normally given a series
of permissions as they are added to the system. As a result, these structures necessitate
complex consensus processes that match these characteristics [56]. Paxos, grounded on
state machine repetition and developed by Lamport and Microsoft as a distributed blocking
service, are some of these alternative mechanisms. These methods have the advantage
of being adaptations of formal algorithms, which means their characteristics have been
scientifically proven [46]. RAFT, which separates core elements of consensus including
leader selection, security, and record replication, applies a higher level of conformity to
minimize the number of states to consider [46]. SIEVE treats the BC as a black box that
compares the performance of each replica. The procedure is not validated if there are
divergences between the replicas. The federated Byzantine agreement (FBA) is another
PBFT version. Each participant in FBA keeps a list of trustworthy contributors and waits
for these contributors to approve a transaction to be validated [62].

2.4. Related Work

This section explores a summary of the most recent and relevant surveys that ad-
dressed the challenges of BIoT integration. A summary of the previous survey studies is
shown in Table 4. These findings and other studies’ findings are discussed in great detail
in Sections 3 and 4. Fernández-Caramés and Fraga-Lamas [4] discussed smart city BIoT
applications. Ferrag et al. [63] provided an overview of existing BIoT applications, proto-
cols, applications, privacy, and security considerations, as well as future research goals. In
Reyna et al. [46], the possible benefits and approaches to integrating BC with IoT, as well
as the associated advantages and BC platforms, were highlighted. Ali et al. [25] explored
BIoT systems, as well as prospective applications and challenges. The application areas
of BC in the industrial IoT (IIoT), as well as industry-specific obstacles and outstanding
topics, were highlighted by [64,65]. Wei et al. [66] discussed the security risks associated
with the confluence of BC and IoT, as well as possible remedies. Xie et al. [26] discussed the
use of BC technology in numerous applications in smart cities, as well as the associated
research challenges. Yang et al. [36] investigated the literature on merging BC and edge
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computing systems; they reviewed challenges and highlighted numerous key components
of this integration, including motivations, frameworks, enabling functions, and challenges.
Ahmed et al. [67] provided a thorough evaluation of the research on utilizing BC. Ferrag
et al. [68] studied BC-IoT protocols and offered several threat models and difficulties in
BIoT networks. Rao et al. [69] assessed some of the most promising IoT applications and
presented ways for overcoming key challenges, all of which should lead to successful
IoT integration. In Wang et al. [70], the authors explored how BC can play the function
of security enabler in IIoT, and they outlined the security needs of IIoT. Tseng et al. [71]
simulated how network quality and system dynamics affect consistency using multiple
realistic consistency models for Bitcoin Backbone Protocol (BBP)-based databases (BBP is
carried out by players who construct a BC on the basis of the Bitcoin source code) [72].

Table 4. BIoT integration challenges—survey studies.

Recent Survey Article Year Domain BIoT Challenges

Fernández-Caramés and
Fraga-Lamas [4] 2018 BIoT applications Technical, standardization, BC infrastructure, regulations, and

different BC varieties.

Ferrag et al. [63] 2018 BIoT integration

Security attacks, adequate security framework, power
consumption, trust management, BC infrastructure, skyline
query processing, and vehicular cloud
advertisement dissemination.

Reyna et al. [46] 2018 BIoT integration Scalability, security, privacy, smart contracts, legislations,
and consensus.

Ali et al. [25] 2018 BIoT applications
Scalability, security, privacy, resources, public/private
implementation, big data and machine learning (ML), SDN
network, and cellular network.

Alladi et al. [64] 2019 BC applications in IIoT Scalability, security, privacy, energy and cost, resources,
and regulations.

Wei et al. [66] 2019 BIoT integration
security challenges

Security, data privacy, authentication and identity management,
trust establishment, decentralized cooperation, and
consensus protocol.

Xie et al. [26] 2019 BIoT for smart cities Security, privacy, energy, incentive and punishment
mechanisms, cost, and regulations.

Yang et al. [36] 2019 BC in edge computing
Scalability, security, privacy, artificial intelligence (AI),
self-organization, function integration, resource management,
and big data.

Ahmed et al. [67] 2020 BIoT in smart cities Security, privacy, data, structure, bandwidth, and latency.

Ferrag et al. [68] 2020 BIoT for green
agriculture

Scalability, ML and database of intrusion detection, choosing
consensus algorithm, cryptographic protocol, security attacks,
and slicing threat of 5G.

Rao and Clarke [69] 2020 BIoT integration Security, privacy, computation and storage, the granularity of
transactions, trust, and successful pilots of BIoT, and awareness.

Tseng et al. [71] 2020 BIoT-based database Bitcoin Backbone Protocol (BBP) database.

Wang et al. [70] 2020 BC for industrial IoT Performance, privacy, standardization, and complexity.

Al Sadawi et al. [11] 2021 BIoT integration Scalability, security, privacy, resources, consensus choice, big
data, device mobility, smart contracts, and standardization.

Bhushan et al. [73] 2021 BIoT unification Scalability, IoT resources, BC infrastructure, BIoT and cellular
network, privacy, and ML, and big data.

Farahani et al. [74] 2021 BIoT integration Security, privacy, throughput, latency, resources, usability,
and centralization.
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Table 4. Cont.

Recent Survey Article Year Domain BIoT Challenges

Majeed et al. [57] 2021 BIoT for smart cities
Scalability, security, privacy, sustainability, consensus algorithm,
latency, processing and storage, and smart
contract immutability.

Singh et al. [75] 2021 BIoT integration
security challenges

Combined and zero attacks, infrastructure, and security
requirements (key exchange, resources, performance, and
threat management).

Uddin et al. [58] 2021 BIoT challenges and
solutions

Scalability, security, privacy, connectivity, big data,
and throughput.

Da Xu et al. [76] 2021
BIoT security
challenges and
recommendations

Performance, consensus, bandwidth, communication, block
recording, integration with edge computing, and
interoperability with 6G.

Yaqoob et al. [77] 2021 BC for healthcare data
management

Scalability, regulations, interoperability, irreversibility,
tokenization, integration with eHealth, data accuracy, and
adoption culture.

Abdelmaboud et al. [8] 2022 BIoT integration Scalability, security, identity management, interoperability,
consensus related challenges.

Kumar et al. [78] 2022 BC and IIoT
integration

Complexity, security, privacy, interoperability,
heterogeneity, resources.

Yu et al. [79] 2022
BIoT security
challenges in
smart cities

Resources and power consumption, confidentiality,
standardization, and the need for more studies.

Pennino et al. [53] 2022 BC as enabler of
IoT economy

Scalability, transaction cost, unneeded functionalities, and
computational power.

Alkhateeb et al. [80] Hypride BC for IoT Portability, resources, interoperability, computational power,
and scalability.

This survey BIoT integration
challenges

An in-depth comprehensive discussion of BIoT’s current
challenges. Seven challenge categories including 28 challenges
were identified. Discussion of best practices currently
recommended. Discussion of BIoT’s future challenges. Six main
themes of future challenges were identified.

Several articles on BIoT challenges were recently published. Al Sadawi et al. [11]
outlined the primary challenges that BIoT systems face and suggested a role in addressing
them. They presented a two-layer BIoT architecture based on dew and cloudlet computing.
Bhushan et al. [73] provided an overview of how to adapt BC to specific IoT requirements to
construct BIoT applications. In Farahani et al. [74], the authors provided a comprehensive
reference architecture, as well as the basics, current achievements, promises, and chal-
lenges of BC and IoT convergence. Focusing on consensus techniques and BC platforms,
the important prerequisites for integrating BC with smart cities were discussed in [57].
Singh et al. [75] discussed the BC important elements, and they presented a full examina-
tion of potential security challenges, as well as the current solutions that may be used as
countermeasures. Uddin et al. [58] reviewed the BC for IoT, fog, and cloud in the context
of smart cities, eHealth, and intelligent transportation. Da Xu et al. [76] examined the state-
of-the-art BIoT security applications, focusing on security features, challenges, technologies,
techniques, and situations. Yaqoob et al. [77] discussed how leveraging BC for healthcare data
management systems may encourage innovations and bring big gains, as well as the open
research challenges impeding the effective implementation of BC in the healthcare industry.
Abdelmaboud et al. [8] surveyed the literature about BIoT benefits, challenges, and frame-
works. Kumar et al. [78] surveyed the literature about BC and IIoT integration. Yu et al. [79]
investigated the challenges and disturbances of BIoT, the applications, and the future of BIoT-
based smart cities. Recent reviews by Pennino et al. [53] and Alkhateeb et al. [80] highlighted
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the most pressing issues with BIoT integration. Scalability, resources, and processing power
were noted in both articles as the major challenges to BIoT integration.

This survey provides a comprehensive analysis and synthesis of all BIoT challenges
identified in the literature. While the above survey studies reported some BIoT chal-
lenges and these challenges were based on certain BIoT applications, this survey provides
a holistic overview of all possible challenges from all available BIoT applications. For
instance, Da Xu et al. [76] and Singh et al. [75] provided a review of BIoT security and
privacy challenges only, Yu et al. [75] provided a review on BIoT security in smart cities,
and Uddin et al. [58] focused on smart cities, eHealth, and intelligent transportation sec-
tors in their review. Since BIoT integration is still in its early stage, more studies are
required to provide an in-depth understanding of the challenges and requirements of this
integration [11,19,37,74]. By 2030, the IoT is projected to grow to 29 billion devices [81].
To effectively leverage the dispersed model and global potential of the IoT to adopt BC,
further research in this field should be conducted [74].

3. RQ 1 and RQ 2—Current Challenges and Recommendations to Enhance BIoT
Integration

This section answers the first and second research questions (i.e., RQ1: What are the
challenges that face BIoT integration? RQ2: What recommendations have been provided
in literature to overcome these challenges?). We looked through the pertinent literature
to get the answers to the research questions. The search strategy used all well-known
databases, including IEEE, MDPI, and Elsevier. This paper only contains academic papers
that were authored in English. The full text, abstract, and title of the chosen papers were
then examined. The study was excluded if it did not demonstrate any focus on IoT and BC.
Table 5 displays the search terms, databases, exclusion criteria, and publications that were
ultimately chosen.

Table 5. Selected article process.

Search Terms Database Inclusion Criteria Selected Articles

(Internet of things OR IoT) AND
(Blockchain OR Bitcoin OR
Ethereum OR Multichain OR
distributed ledger OR Cryptocoin
OR Hyperledger Fabric)

IEEE Xplore, Elsevier
ScienceDirect, MDPI Online,
Google Scholar, Wiley Online
Library, SpringerLink, SAGE
Publication, ACM Digital
Library, and Emerald Insight

Only papers written in English.
Result: 517 papers.

[4–6,8–13,19,21,24–
27,29,30,33,35,36,39,42,44–
49,51,53,55–58,61–64,66–
71,73–80,82–151]

Papers excluded on the basis of
the abstract (if not focused on
IoT and BC). Result: 273 papers.

Papers excluded on the basis of
the full-text evaluation (if
challenges of IoT and BC
integration not reported).
Result: 122 papers

Although BC technology can be one of the most appealing options to deal with the
security and privacy difficulties in IoT, many researchers and academics have suggested
numerous research papers that promoted the notion of BIoT integration. Most IoT security
and privacy frameworks are centralized and, therefore, not well suited for IoT due to the
difficulty of scale, traffic, and single point of failure [83]. Moreover, the danger of device
spoofing, erroneous authentication, and decreased data exchange reliability are still facing
BIoT [21,84]. In this section, a comprehensive taxonomy of the current BIoT challenges, as
well as recommendations to mitigate the effects of these challenges, are discussed. It is
worth noting that the majority of the research focused on Bitcoin’s application in the IoT
context; therefore, these challenges are concentrated on Bitcoin. Despite the ongoing debate
about Bitcoin’s applicability in an IoT setting, this study only reports on an assessment of
the existing literature in the field’s top academic databases.

Seven challenge themes were synthesized from the literature: security, privacy, technical
consideration, scalability, computational processing, regulations and guidelines, and BIoT
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design. Under each of these categories, several challenges are discussed. The taxonomy
of current BIoT challenges is shown in Figure 2. According to the current research, these
BIoT integration issues are mostly based on the Bitcoin BC disadvantages. Moreover, a
lack of BC capabilities is the primary cause of regulations and standards, as well as BIoT
design difficulties. On the other hand, both IoT and BC concerns affect privacy, security,
computational processing, technical considerations, and scalability. These problems will have
an influence on the performance of BIoT integration in any of these scenarios. Accordingly, it
is essential to investigate the overall impact of all of these difficulties on BIoT integration.
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3.1. BC-Based Security Issues

The security model incorporates confidentiality (the capacity to keep data hidden from
unauthorized users), integrity (the consistency and correctness of data throughout its life
cycle), and availability (i.e., ensures that data are available to the users at a required range of
performance in any situation); it is regarded as one of the most critical concepts for ensuring
security in any form [21,141,152]. Furthermore, security challenges associated with the
nature of BC including BC security vulnerabilities, smart contract vulnerabilities, trust
management, and authentication (i.e., using personal identification to validate requests)
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are other concepts that are required for implementing policy, and limiting access should be
discussed [21,141,153].

Although all BCs utilize cryptographic protocols to protect their data and activities, this
does not mean that they are without flaws [68,153]. Accordingly, for heterogeneous devices,
a multilayer security architecture must be developed. Before any amenities are delivered to
users, the framework should first adapt to current resources and make judgments about the
security methods to apply at the IoT levels. Intelligence is required for such an adjustable
security framework that is susceptible to resource standardization for deployment in IoT
systems [85]. In this section, we look at how employing BC in IoT applications might
jeopardize the security concepts and requirements mentioned above. In addition, the
recommended solutions are discussed. Table 6 highlights the solutions recommended for
addressing security challenges.

Table 6. Recommendations for reducing the negative impact of security challenges.

Category Challenge Best Practice

Security

Confidentiality [26,44,86]
• Tradeoff between decentralization and authorization
• Mixing techniques (e.g., private and public platforms)
• MW technique

Integrity [76,87] • Hierarchical BC design
• Message identification and authentication

Availability [76] • All countermeasures should be examined
• Data storage, theft, cleaning, and destruction techniques

Authentication [57,75,76]
• Combining smart contracts with lightweight encryption methods
• SSI and DID techniques
• Message identification and authentication

Vulnerabilities [10,88,89]

• Elliptic Curve Encryption, attribute-based signatures, digital
certificates, timestamps for uniqueness, cryptographic key sizes

• Secure channels, separation of transactions, low priority to newcomers
• Multi-chaincode access control on a hierarchical BC

Trust [27,66] • Globally consistent reputation assessment model
• BC digitization

3.1.1. Confidentiality

Cryptography and encryption technologies are commonly used in private BC to
ensure confidentiality. Allowing any network member to access, write, audit, and maintain
the blocks is a standard approach to ensure availability in public BC. Only preselected
nodes can read or write in private BC. Transactions can only be performed by participants
or preselected nodes who hold the private keys for authentication [113]. Furthermore,
the devices that will be used as nodes may present a confidentiality challenge. These
node devices may vary in terms of security policies implemented due to limitations in
specifications, capabilities, manufacturer restrictions, or challenges in the configurations
and programming [63,154]. Multichain enables integrated management of user permissions
to ensure that only selected participants may access transactions, restrict the types of
transactions that are authorized (authorization ensures that the user has permission to
conduct a certain activity), and mine new blocks safely without the need for PoW and
associated expenses. BCs of the private and consortium types aid in the solution of this
problem, but they restrict user access and limit the degree of decentralization. As a result,
for certain use-cases, an optimal tradeoff should be implemented [44].

Because transaction pattern analysis may be used to establish the identities of users or
devices secured by public keys, it is difficult to reveal an IoT private transaction history in
a public BC. Entities must completely grasp their privacy demands to evaluate if a private
or hybrid BC is best suited to their needs [86]. A BC technique known as Mimblewimble
should also be discussed, which is a method of organizing and storing transactions in such
a way that all transactions appear to an outsider to be random data. Only the participants
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in the transaction have access to the data. As a result, Mimblewimble is also associated
with the notion of confidential transactions [26].

3.1.2. Integrity

A BC registry is particularly useful in keeping data on a distributed infrastructure that
is very resistant to physical damage [77]. However, because of computing, communication,
and service capabilities, the quantity of data created in the IoT varies by location and
device. IoT sensors are often basic and cannot be successfully monitored for an extended
period. This increases security concerns. Furthermore, terminal devices seldom employ
security features; as a result, attackers may simply gain passwords and other identifying
information, which they can then use to publish and disseminate false information [76].
Moreover, IoT devices often deliver data straight to the control center in a wireless manner
after data collection. However, without adequate shielding, this technique is immediately
exposed. This will result in the collection of a huge quantity of basic data, as well as the
disclosure of personal and private data. It even poses problems with social and public
safety [87].

BCs are notable for their resilience and irreversibility. Because of the system’s irre-
versible and immutable nature, smart contract code bugs are highly dangerous. Moreover,
because BC data are immutable, new technology such as quantum computing potentially
jeopardizes public BCs with encrypted data [10]. Data or transactions that have been
saved on the BC cannot be easily changed. Although BC assures authenticity, it cannot
guarantee data correctness. If the saved document, for example, includes erroneous or
wrong information, it will waste resources. The BC is a tamper-proof ledger, but if an error
occurs, the loss may be irreversible. This differs from a centralized solution, which may roll
back the database in the event of an error [155,156]. This problem appears to be tough to
tackle at the moment; it is based on increasing the degree of centralization. This, however,
is subject to the underlying application context. Due to the need for monitoring in many
circumstances, the criteria should not be entirely decentralized [27].

As a consequence, the IoT data record and block sequence are synchronized. In-
consistent (forked) BCs can originate from incomplete or inconsistent records [76]. One
solution to the inconsistency problem is the hierarchical design of the BC [76]. The data
from the whole network are verified and stored in the higher main BC. To accomplish block
management, the lower sub-BC controls data for particular physical locations or device
components and blocks BC data for distinct levels [76]. Moreover, one of the most often
used authentication techniques in IoT is message identification and authentication, which
is a protective mechanism for ensuring the integrity and security of data when transferring
data [76].

3.1.3. Availability

Availability and consistency in BIoT are tightly linked together in a reversal rela-
tionship. If the availability is increased, then the consistency will be decreased, and vice
versa. For example, Ethereum is considered faster than Bitcoin as shown clearly in the
quicker block time, whereas it is less secure as the process of adding mined blocks requires
multiple confirmations by many BC applications to prevent transactions from a double-
spending attack, which happens when an attacker obtains service or commodities from
the account holder, and then manages to restructure the transaction ledger so that the
crediting transaction is reversed [75,112]. Moreover, BIoT is exposed to a 51% attack which
will cause the availability to be controlled by the attackers. Among the main attacks is the
distributed denial of service (DDoS) which can abuse the process of authentication and
trust by harming the system with an out-of-control number of requests to update and insert
new records [4,124].

During information transfer, sophisticated security procedures are frequently ignored.
As a result, attackers have the chance to intrude while data are being sent. Once this occurs,
it will have an impact on the IoT system, leading user rights to be violated and the system to
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fail to execute specific duties [76]. The IoT captures substantial data and stores substantial
personal and private information about users, such as passwords and personal preferences.
All countermeasures should be examined about the stored data, including strategies to
prevent data theft and destruction, as well as ways to prepare in advance if the aforesaid
circumstance arises. Furthermore, the IoT system would appear to malfunction if data are
maliciously combined with “dirty” data. As a result, it is also important to think about
dealing with data cleaning and other events [76].

3.1.4. Authentication

Authentication challenges in BIoT range from the increase in storage size and com-
puting power overhead to openness against certain types of attacks [68]. In the IoT, public
key infrastructures (PKIs) make authentication and identity management easier. At the
moment, the most widely used PKIs are certificate authorities and a web of trust grounded
on somewhat excellent privacy [119]. However, because the growing number of devices
would necessitate significant processing and storage requirements to allow for continuous
message exchange and confirmation of identity, these traditional solutions cannot fulfill
identity management needs [75].

To resolve these challenges, combining smart contracts with lightweight encryption
methods to handle identities automatically is an interesting research proposal. We may
develop specific smart contracts that contain [75] (1) a device recording containing de-
vice type, expiry date, public key, and so on, (2) information updating when a new IoT
device enters the network that may include firmware upgrade and expiration date, and
(3) obsolescence of devices that may include device registration, identity verification, and
information update. Furthermore, by synchronizing the data stored in the BC, the full node
may synchronize the state of identity-related smart contracts to offer identity authentication.
Similarly, the lightweight node may successfully authenticate additional IoT devices after
querying the complete node [75]. The decentralized identity management strategy, which
makes use of BC immutability and automated smart contract execution, not only avoids
identity fraud but also lowers the cost of developing trust in IoT systems when compared
to CA-based techniques [75].

The user’s identification in several services (e.g., smart city) is currently given via
central authority-managed digital identity management systems. Self-sovereign identity
(SSI) and decentralized identity (DID) allow people to fully manage their digital identities
without the need for a third-party intermediary. This gives consumers control over how
their identifiable data are shared. BC-enabled IoT services, SSI, and DID can be used for
decentralized authentication and authorization. DID and SSI, on the other hand, present
several difficulties, including human dependence such as losing the private user’s key [57].
Identity identification and message authentication are two types of network authentication.
To ensure dependability, identity authentication requires a key. One of the most often used
authentication techniques in IoT is message identification and authentication, which is a
protective mechanism for ensuring the integrity and security of data when transferring
data [76].

3.1.5. Vulnerabilities

Mining vulnerabilities: The integration of BC with IoT is exposed to miners’ attacks.
These attackers’ miners may control the BC if they dominated the power of the consensus
mechanism [85]. The attacker (miner) keeps the mined blocks in a private branch instead
of broadcasting them until it becomes longer than the public chain and then releases them
once to force the BC to change the public chain and gain the rewards of this process [18,112].
This kind of attack will cause a waste of resources and may affect the performance of the
fog network that uses BC [122,157]. BIoT applications that use smart contracts are exposed
to certain types of software vulnerabilities which can be used by attackers to harm the
architecture [34,50,74].
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Attacks: Although using BC technology enhances the security of IoT applications, BIoT
integration is still exposed to certain types of security vulnerabilities. BIoT applications are
open to the application-dependent and application-free of attacks [36]. BioT is exposed to
the majority attack (also called 51% attack) which will cause the availability to be controlled
by the attackers (e.g., Ethereum and Bitcoin) [88,158]. Several attacks have been identified
in the literature and are explained as follows:

(1) The DDoS attack can abuse the process of authentication and trust by harming the
system with an out-of-control number of requests to update and insert new records [4].
Latency and, in some cases, the use of low-performance devices in the BIoT applica-
tions will make this architecture exposed to race attacks [85].

(2) The smart contract attack occurs when a customer uses the same cryptocurrency
for several transactions. In a PoW-based BC, this type of attack is particularly sim-
ple to execute since the attacker may take advantage of the interval between the
commencement and confirmation of two transactions to start an attack rapidly [88].

(3) Border gateway mechanism (BGP) hijacking is another attack. BGP is a de facto
directing mechanism that controls the delivery of IP packets to their final terminus.
Attackers either use or modify BGP routing to intercept BC’s network traffic [88].
Because of the extreme concentration of some Bitcoin mining pools, BGP hijacking
will have a significant impact if they are targeted. The attackers can essentially divide
the Bitcoin network or slow down block propagation.

(4) Manipulation attacks (i.e., unlawfully intercepting, modifying, or deleting sensitive
data while they are being sent or stored) include four types: the eclipse, overlay, man-
in-the-middle (MiTM), and tampering attack. (A) The attacker can use the eclipse
attack to monopolize the target’s outgoing and incoming networks, thereby separating
the victim from the others in the network [88,143]. The attacker can then alter the
victim’s awareness of the BC or allow the victim to leftover computational resources
on outdated perceptions of the BC. In addition, the attacker can use the victim’s
computational capacity to carry out its harmful operations [10,159]. (B) The overlay
attack, which utilizes the receiver’s public key, makes use of BC flaws to maliciously
wrap an encrypted quantity to a novel transaction [10]. Addressing this attack can
be achieved by verifying the timestamps. As a result, diverse inputs underneath the
same dealer can be detected and linked to several transactions. (C) MiTM attacks
take advantage of flaws such as private key leaks to spoof two parties’ identities and
surreptitiously interrupt and manipulate their communications. Some BC frameworks,
including Ethereum and Bitcoin, are still vulnerable to this attack [10]. (D) In the
tampering attack, the attackers try to change the signed transactions that are being
distributed in the network, such as the addresses and other data, before propagating
them to the P2P network for validation [10]. Bitcoin, Litecoin, and Monero are PoW
cryptocurrency-based ledgers that are particularly vulnerable to this attack.

(5) Identity-based attacks: The adversary’s goal here is to create a false identity, pose as a
genuine user, and obtain access to and influence the targeted system. Several attacks
can be listed under identity-based attacks [10,75]. (1) Replay attacks are designed to
spoof two parties’ identities, interrupt their data, and repeat them to their intended
terminuses. Such attacks come as a result of the disorientation that certain nodes may
suffer during a soft or a hard fork, and they are frequently carried out via vulnerable
cryptocurrency-based protocols. (2) Key attacks (which make use of flaws in key
schemes) allow unauthorized users to control the identities of the nodes that are
participating through improper usage or storage of the keys. (3) In Sybil attacks, the
attacker uses leaked keys to build a large number of false identities that may serve
as authenticating nodes and undertake malicious transactions to boost or decrease
the reputation level of the nodes that are being targeted. (4) In impersonation attacks,
opponents can use weak or leaked private keys to impersonate genuine users and
undertake unauthorized operations in the system.
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(6) Whitewashing attacks: In these attacks, nodes with a bad reputation take advantage
of several system flaws to re-enter the BC with new identities. There is currently no
formal solution to this assault; instead, TrustChain gives nodes with new identities
lesser priorities and capabilities [10].

(7) Quantum computing may be viewed as a danger to Bitcoin, since the computational
capacity of these machines may be sufficient to compromise the integrity of digital
signatures. It will just take a few minutes for a brute-force attack to crack the encryp-
tion and get the encryption keys [10]. Furthermore, technology advances with time,
and new vulnerabilities and security flaws are discovered every day [46].

(8) The liveness attack is another attack described in the literature that allows a low-
mining-power attacker to interrupt communications between subgroups with equiva-
lent mining power for a short period [160]. The balance attack against PoW-based BC
is another attack [161], in which an attacker can temporarily disrupt communications
between subgroups.

3.1.6. Trust Management

While actual collaboration is required to complete specific services and operations,
establishing trustworthy cooperation and confidence in an IoT system is difficult as each node
can join and exit the system at any moment, and nodes’ identities can be anonymous [66,126].
Accordingly, trust management is among the key challenges when adopting BIoT as IoT needs
to connect hundreds of devices to form P2P data delivering and sharing [12,85]. The following
are some of the trust difficulties that have been found in the literature:

(1) Trusting the software updates for fog node devices and trusting the owners of those
devices are among the most common challenges for IoT device permissions and
communications when using BC [68,82].

(2) Another challenge related to trust is granularity (i.e., resolution of the measured and
recorded physical quantity), which is the amount of confidence that should be placed
in the party providing the service and the extent to which the service receiver to pay
for is trusted. For example, if an electric grid service provider wishes to be paid for
every watt of electricity provided as it is provided, this may place undue stress on the
system [107].

(3) Another related problem is that it is difficult to implement real transaction validation.
For example, a service provider could send out 10 W of electricity, but the receiver
might only report 9 W. What is the best way to deal with this collision? The meters
must be calibrated. Then, an independent method of determining the quantity of
power sent and received is required [69].

(4) Lastly, because of the trust difficulties, rating agencies may be able to give information
on trust. This is similar to how online marketplaces like eBay employ ratings for sellers
and customers. The resolution of trust takes place outside of the BC environment. As
a result, while sending and receiving a specific quantity of Bitcoin is guaranteed, the
service it may represent is not [69].

To mitigate the challenge of trust, a global reputation assessment model based on BC
technology to improve the efficacy of the above trust models can be used [66]. Establishing
a node assessment mechanism grounded on irreversible block data is one such option. First,
with BC technology, any node in the block can obtain the behavior data of other nodes. The
reputation of the nodes would be computed automatically after inserting their activity data
into the reputation evaluation algorithm. When calculating reputation, the kind of behavior
and timeliness should be taken into account, since these two factors represent the node’s
performance over time and impact the ultimate reputation distribution [66]. As a result,
while choosing the appropriate sort of behavior and timescale, it is critical to consider
the nodes’ motivations and preferences to effectively govern node behavior and develop
trust [66,67]. Moreover, since the BC is unable to validate external data, it must be digitized
to achieve its full worth. There are two types of solutions that might be considered. One is
the addition of a third party who can vouch for the accuracy of the input data. However,
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part of the decentralization feature may be sacrificed as a result. Another option is to use
innovative approaches to tackle asset digitization challenges. This may need the creation of
IoT devices capable of enabling exclusive identification [27].

3.1.7. Learned Lessons

As this study discovered, BIoT-based applications may face a variety of security
challenges, including multiple threats, trust, data availability, confidentiality, and integrity.
To address these challenges, numerous interesting solutions have been developed, including
leveraging a combination of private and public BCs, integrating smart contracts with
lightweight encryption approaches, and message identification and authentication. While
some of these techniques may provide solutions to current challenges, these solutions may
not be enough if quantum computing takes place, for instance. Other solutions, such as the
global reputation model [28] to ensure trust, seem to be very hard to achieve due to the
heterogeneity of IoT devices and standards.

3.2. BC-Based Privacy

Similar to security, the privacy model contains various goals and requirements that
must be accomplished to protect privacy, including identity privacy (i.e., hidden user iden-
tification from unauthorized users), data privacy (i.e., data is only accessible to authorized
users), location privacy (i.e., unauthorized parties are unaware of the user’s location),
and usage privacy (i.e., unauthorized parties are unaware of use patterns) [84,162,163].
Below, four challenges of BIoT privacy preservation are discussed: data privacy, identity
privacy, location privacy, and user privacy. Table 7 highlights the solutions recommended
for addressing privacy challenges.

Table 7. Recommendations for reducing the negative impact of privacy challenges.

Category Challenge Best Practice

Privacy

Identity [10,26,46]

• Change address approach, Zerocash, Zerocoin, and Monero in Bitcoin
• Zcash and zkSNARK in Ethereum
• Identity control service in HLF
• User permissions in Multichain
• Techniques such as ring and blind signatures, pseudonymization,

homomorphic commitments, and zero-knowledge proof

Data [10,25,46]

• Hawk, DHT, and splitting data in Bitcoin
• Encryption in Ethereum
• User permissions in Multichain
• Identity control service in HLF
• Off-chain data saving
• Confidential transactions, homomorphic encryption, BC segregation

Location [10,57]
• BC segregation
• Stealth addresses (one-time address)
• Pseudonymization technique

Usage [10,26] • BC segregation
• Cryptographic commitment methods and Ouroboros Crypsinous BC

3.2.1. Identity Privacy

When it comes to privacy, anonymity is a huge worry for BC platforms, and it may be
a key deciding factor in which platform to choose. The fundamental challenge is that all
transactions are openly documented and accessible to anybody, on public platforms [164].
The selected anonymity strategy fails if the transactions can be connected to their owners
or if the owners’ identities are revealed [127]. The owners of transactions should not be
identified by any participants in the network in an ideal scenario [62].

BIoT shares transactions with other parties and will identify its users by public or hash
key, which means that, if attackers analyze the traffic and transactions of the BC, they will
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be able to identify the actual identity of the users [112]. Furthermore, the devices that will
be used as nodes also present another privacy challenge. These node devices may vary
in terms of security policies implemented due to limitations in specifications, capabilities,
manufacturer restrictions, or challenges in the configurations and programming [63].

Existing systems have used a variety of tactics with varying degrees of anonymity.
Because the identity of the users is unknown and should not become known, public BCs
necessitate a higher level of privacy [46]. To improve the amount of anonymity, Bitcoin
uses the change address approach, which involves using various addresses for various
transactions [113]. Zerocash and Zerocoin, two popular proposals to address Bitcoin’s
anonymity problem, suggest that Bitcoin extensions have unidentified transactions, obscur-
ing the sender, recipient, and information itself. On the other hand, to make transactions
undetectable, Monero uses a ring of signatures., making it impossible to link them to a
specific person or machine [46]. The Ethereum team is working with Zcash to implement a
zero-knowledge succinct non-interactive argument of knowledge (zkSNARK) transaction
mechanism. The method allows you to conceal a transaction and keep it fully confiden-
tial [62]. HLF offers a control service for identity and access using private channels to
enable privacy control on BC networks. Users may regulate and restrict access to their
shared information in the network [133]. Members of the network are identified by their
public identities; however, they are not required to be aware of the information exchanged
in the network [46].

Pseudonymization is the dispensation of personal data in such a way that it can no
longer be linked to a specific person without the help of supplementary information. Sup-
plementary data are stored separately and are subject to technological and organizational
safeguards to prevent personal data from being linked to an identified or identifiable
natural person. [10]. In most cases, pseudonymization is accomplished by substituting
user identities with pseudonyms, i.e., particular form identifiers that do not enable the
re-identification of persons on their own. Because each wallet user is assigned a unique
address that appears to be random (i.e., produced by cryptographic procedures and serv-
ing as a pseudonym), BC cryptocurrency platforms such as Ethereum and Bitcoin adopt
pseudonymization procedures.

Other approaches to improve anonymity include blind signatures, homomorphic
commitments, ring signatures, composite signatures, mixing services, and zero-knowledge
proof [26]. To commit data without exposing them to others, homomorphic commit-
ments employ homomorphic encryption. Confidential transactions leverage homomorphic
promises to mask transaction amounts. Before signing the message, the message owner
blindfolds the content using a blinding factor, which is a type of digital signature. Because
they allow a person to sign a communication without understanding what it contains,
blind signatures are commonly employed in privacy-related applications. A ring signature
is a digital signature used to sign a message’s content by a group member. Identifying
the actual signing member of a group is computationally impossible. The ring signature
used in the Monero platform combines confidential transactions with ring signature and
produces ring confidential transactions. A composite signature is made up of several
separate signatures that are not in any particular order. Individual signatures might be
difficult to compute from a composite signature. Composite signatures can be used to make
Bitcoin-like currency more anonymous. Mixing services received from several clients can
also be used for anonymization. It is impossible to track the activities of users using the
mixing service [26].

3.2.2. Data Privacy

One of the most important characteristics of BC technology is its immutability. As
a result, it is critical to ensure that data, such as healthcare data, are correct [77,165].
Although BC is considered everlasting storage, in reality, some cases decline this claim.
For example, in 2014, some hackers were able to steal almost eight million Vericoins from
the cryptocurrency exchange platform called MintPal [4]. Wallet apps are one source of
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vulnerabilities in Bitcoin that might expose transaction data. Ethereum’s data and contracts
are encoded but not encrypted.

HLF devotes a significant chunk of its protocol to addressing security concerns such
as preventing transactions from being connected to users, access control techniques, and
digital signatures. However, not all of these functions have yet been implemented. Data in
the public BC can be encrypted to improve privacy. Hawk keeps track of transactions that
are encrypted [46]. The Hawk compiler is in charge of transforming programmers’ generic
code into cryptographic primitives that allow for transactional information anonymity.
In addition to encryption, the Enigma project divides data into unidentifiable bits and
distributes them over the network in such a manner that no node ever gets access. It stores
data references in a decentralized off-chain distributed hash-table (DHT) (decentralized
storage that searches for information using pairs of keys and each node is accountable for
several keys) that is accessible via the BC [46]. Because private BCs must offer authentication
and authorization procedures by definition, the challenge of data privacy can be addressed
in different ways. In Ethereum, cryptography is used to limit the exposure of sensitive data
and data segmentation to improve data privacy. Multichain has user permissions built in
to limit perceptibility and set limits on allowed and miners.

Another way to protect data privacy is to store sensitive information outside the
BC (i.e., off-chain) [46]. Because it would be impossible to store significant amounts of
data inside the BC, this method benefits systems that manage big volumes of data [26].
Furthermore, they are well suited to systems that handle extremely sensitive data and
require stricter access controls, such as healthcare applications. In this method, the public
BC can store newscaster data, allowing evidence of data integrity and time stamps to be
provided. Users may examine the BC to verify data without authorities, and data are safely
kept outside. These off-chain sources should not be a source of single-point failure and
should be fault-tolerant [46,118].

Other approaches to improve data privacy include confidential transactions, homomor-
phic encryption, and BC segregation [10]. In confidential transactions, several solutions are
available to implement this strategy on a BC platform (i.e., hiding data from unauthorized
third parties while still allowing transactions to be completed) such as Besu (an Apache 2.0
licensed open-source enterprise Ethereum) in Hyperledger and Parity (open-source-based
Ethereum application) in Ethereum. Homomorphic encryption might be used to transfer
and conduct operations on data without disclosing their secret values, thus embodying
the aforementioned concept of secret transactions in some way. In Ethereum and Quorum,
privacy techniques based on homomorphic encryption are available. There is no common
ledger with all transactions visible to all members in BC segregation; rather, just a portion of
these transactions are accessible to all members [10]. As a result, unauthorized third parties
are unable to learn of the presence of transactions that they should not be aware of. Several
platforms, including HLF, EOSIO, Corda, and Hyperledger Iroha, provide privacy methods
based on BC segregation. Only a preset and identifiable group of members share in a given
communication in Corda, while the rest of the network is oblivious to the transaction [10].

3.2.3. Location Privacy

Pseudonymization can help in hiding the location of users. However, to avoid com-
plications emerging from the use of a single pseudonym, a user may be connected with
many pseudonyms (or addresses) to avoid transactions relating to a single user from being
linked [57]. Utilizing one-time addresses for this purpose will rapidly result in a huge num-
ber of addresses per participant. Bitcoin, Ethereum, Monero, and other cryptocurrencies
include privacy measures based on one-time addresses [10]. The usage of so-called stealth
addresses, which were created for financial BC platforms to ensure payee anonymity, is a
good example of BC technology. The payer produces a one-time address for each transac-
tion with a single payee by suitably applying cryptographic processes. This technique is
used in Bitcoin and can be applied by other platforms, such as Ethereum and Monero [10].
Moreover, the BC segregation technique can be used to ensure location privacy [10].
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3.2.4. Usage Privacy

Although each BC user has a public pseudonymous address, all transactional data such
as receiver and sender are accessible by all participants. Users’ activity can be monitored by
examining the data saved on the BC. Real users’ identities might be discovered by merging
the information analyzed from the BC with specific external data. When a user’s identity
is disclosed, all of the user’s actions will be tracked, and their personal data, including
financial secrets, will be revealed [26].

As for location privacy, the BC segregation technique can help in maintaining us-
age privacy [10]. Litecoin announced that MW would be included to improve privacy.
Cryptographic commitment methods, such as the Pedersen commitment, provide another
approach to obfuscate transaction information. By using these methods, a sender can
commit transaction data and communicate the commitment rather than the data [26]. The
sender cannot later mislead about a fictitious value of the original data (which remains
hidden). Third parties may be able to verify that a transaction’s input and output numbers
are similar without disclosing them in financial transactions if such guarantees are made
(e.g., cryptocurrencies). Other cryptographic promises, such as the Ouroboros Crypsinous
BC, are also utilized [26].

3.2.5. Learned Lessons

Privacy preservation should be monitored against four entities; identity, data, location,
and usage privacies. While the majority of the previous efforts in this context focused
on addressing identity and data privacies in IoT-based applications, location, and usage
privacies have not been paid enough attention. Decentralized access control incorporated
in smart contracts, block headers, or even the BC’s transactions have been offered as
possible options to handle the privacy of BIoT-based apps. Another promising solution
is by deploying a tiered architecture, in which isolated private BCs are linked by a public
BC. However, data integrity within private BCs remains an issue in a tiered architecture.
In BC, preventing double-spending and ensuring auditability necessitates the sacrifice of
anonymity. While current explorations have suggested interesting answers, protecting
privacy in public IoT-based applications continues to be a research difficulty.

3.3. BC-Based Technical Considerations

Unlike conventional BC approaches that are generally applied to a dispersed system
(e.g., the bandwidth, consensus algorithms, and cryptographic mechanisms), physical
features ground the IoT devices’ communication. The communication between the nodes
will be uneven if the communication quality is inadequate. This will result in issues such as
the inability to validate the block and the waste of computer resources, thereby destroying
the BC system’s consistency [50,76]. The creation rate of BCs and the capacity of blocks, on
the other hand, are quite high because of the huge number of IoT devices and transactions.
Although BC can improve IoT security, its implementation in IoT is incompatible with BC’s
limited block capacity and channel propagation [90]. As a result, the use of BC improves the
security of IoT. However, in practice, some technical problems exist including consensus
algorithms, smart contracts, unstable communication, network bandwidth, cryptographic
mechanisms, and cryptographic keys [138]. Table 8 highlights the solutions recommended
addressing technical challenges.

3.3.1. Consensus Algorithms

Even though the PoW mining method overcomes the problem of transaction reliability,
it wastes substantial resources. Mining incentives can also result in extremely concentrated
mining pools. With just seven transactions per second, the decentralized architecture
provides a long-term consensus period [38]. The BFT method is used to create the consensus
mechanism in the consortium chain, which overcomes the problem of the PoW algorithm’s
low efficiency and excessive resource consumption. For complete P2P communication
monitoring of abnormal activity, the BFT algorithm offers a high number of signature
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confirmations [166]. However, because of the high communication complexity, the system
has substantial overhead, which affects consensus competence. This falls well short of BC’s
expectations for IoT security. As a result, to satisfy the development of BIoT requirements,
consensus methods must be updated and enhanced [57,76].

Table 8. Recommendations for reducing the negative impact of technical challenges.

Category Challenge Best Practice

Technical
considerations

Consensus algorithms
[57,74,76,90]

• Consensus algorithm built on game theory
• Consensus algorithm built on AI
• Adaptive nature consensus algorithms

Smart contracts
[10,11,46,57]

• Symbolic execution, theorem proving, abstract interpretation, and model
checking

• Sperate data and logic; call delegation from proxy contract to logic contract

Communication [13,44,76]
• Edge and fog computing (FC), side-chains, notary systems, hash locking, and

standardization
• Inter-BC communication protocols

Heterogeneous devices
[11,76,77]

• Multilayer security framework
• Standardization of resources

Bandwidth [76] • Edge computing and FC

Cryptography
mechanisms [44,88]

• Tradeoff between consensus mechanism used based on the application
• New consensus mechanisms required

Cryptography keys
[4,68,88]

• AES for low-power secure communications
• Use of ciphers such as Simon
• Further study and empirical assessments are still needed

In most cases, IoT devices communicate tasks to gateways that can complete the
work. Off-chain solutions may increase functionality by transmitting data outside the
chain to reduce latency [8]. While several projects are aimed at incorporating complete
BC nodes into IoT devices, mining remains a major stumbling block in the IoT because
of its restrictions. The IoT is largely made up of devices with limited resources, yet it
has tremendous processing capacity on a global scale. Babelchain, for example, adapts
PoW for IoT applications using a new consensus method named proof of understanding
(PoU). PoU, rather than hiring miners to decode hash problems, translates from other
protocols, requiring fewer energy resources [74]. While tackling important difficulties in
IoT connectivity, the effort is mainly focused on practical processing. Rather than agreeing
on transaction status, participants agree on the communication’s meaning (i.e., format,
action, and content).

Alzahrani et al. [90] proposed a consensus method based on game theory. A variable
number of validators is decided dynamically on the basis of game theory in their consensus
method. The chance of danger is reduced by selecting just a legitimate number of honest val-
idators. Chen et al. [109] proposed an AI-based consensus method to combine the benefits
of PoW, PoS, and DPoS. Chaudhry and Yousaf [167] discussed designing consensus mecha-
nisms for different applications including BC type, scalability, fault tolerance, throughput,
and bandwidth. However, all these solutions are yet to be further investigated [57].

3.3.2. Smart Contracts

As BC-based programs, smart contracts enable the automatic storing of legally binding
agreements on the BC. This feature enables a BC to go from a certain application area,
such as financial transactions, to the management of a larger variety of transactions and
assets [62,108]. Smart contracts, on the other hand, are vulnerable to several attacks, in-
cluding timestamp (changing the block timestamp value to the node’s maximum future
time limit) and transaction-ordering dependencies (when the block’s timestamp is used for
certain contract decisions, but timestamps may be modified by miners), reentrancy vulnera-
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bility (when a function calls an untrusted contract before resolving any consequences), and
Mishan (where the transaction may be reversed if the exceptions made were not correctly
managed) [88]. Furthermore, contract execution by computers has various disadvantages
since it exposes them to technology issues such as hackers, viruses, and communication
failures [46]. In addition, smart contracts may become overburdened in situations when
several data sources are necessary. Smart contracts are distributed and decentralized;
however, they do not spread performing tasks to manage enormous numbers of tasks [11].

Because of the serious consequences that might emerge from smart contracts’ vulnera-
bility, academics have developed several approaches and tools to detect these flaws. To
strengthen the security of smart contracts, model inspection, symbolic accomplishment,
and theorem proving can be employed [10]. Theorem proving is the most common way to
formalize smart contracts, which is mathematically modeled while the desired qualities
to be demonstrated are expressed. Due to its appropriateness for any system that can
be described mathematically, theorem proving may be regarded as an adaptable verifi-
cation approach. Symbolic execution, which is a software testing approach that aids in
the development of data and evidence of a program’s quality, is a delicate solution in
which several execution pathways are methodically evaluated at the same time, without
the need for real inputs. Symbolic execution has led to significant advances in several
important software dependability applications, and it is the most widely used methodology
for detecting vulnerabilities in EVM bytecode. Model inspection, which is an automated
formal verification methodology that applies to systems that may be described using a
finite-state model, deploys model checking software, such as NuSMV, to verify the results.
Model inspection is most commonly used with Solidity language, although it may also be
used to validate contracts written in other languages.

Smart contracts are irreversible and aid in the establishment of trust between contrac-
tual parties. However, even in the event of flaws, vulnerabilities, or new business-logic
specifications, a smart contract’s code is typically not upgradeable. The modified code of
the smart contract is usually deployed in a new case with a new contract address, which
might cause difficulties [57]. One technique to upgrade a smart contract is to delegate calls
from the proxy contract to the new logic contract. The data are held by the proxy contract,
while the logic contract performs the new logic. For each change, the logic contract identity
is restructured in the proxy contract [57].

3.3.3. Unstable Communication

BC is built on the assumption of steady network connections that is not viable for IoT,
which frequently has poor network IoT device connectivity or network instability owing
to node failure. In most situations, the state of IoT devices cannot be determined until
they are tested, while, in others, the devices function normally for a length of time before
changing due to a variety of factors such as disconnection, short-circuit, and program
obsolescence [11]. IoT devices, unlike computer nodes on the Internet, are influenced by the
transfer of physical underlying data. Wireless access allows IoT devices to connect, such
as distributed drones and automobile network connections. If the wireless link’s quality
is inadequate, the node’s information transfer will become unstable, which results in a
change in the BC network’s topology [76]. Some device information would be unavailable
to the verification node, which would lead to incomplete data processing. Because of the
enormous number of interconnections and broadcasts between nodes, broadcast storms
can quickly occur, consuming too much network capacity. As a result, the IoT network’s
performance may be impaired, if not completely shut down.

Edge computing, as a form of cloud computing, can handle dispersed node commu-
nication. The challenge of network bandwidth requirements may arise [76]. Side-chains,
notary systems, hash locking, and standardization are all possible answers [44]. Moreover,
inter-BC communication protocols can be utilized to address projects that are focused on
interoperability [44]. Limiting the consensus over various network sections or linking nu-
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merous BC by establishing inter-BC communication represents two more viable BC-based
solutions [13].

3.3.4. IoT-Based Heterogeneous Devices

IoT devices are available in a wide range of sizes and designs; they operate on several
operating systems and, of course, have varying performance characteristics. The variety
of devices adds another layer of difficulty to the BIoT integration [85]. As low-cost, low-
power devices grow increasingly common, the BIoT integration may become increasingly
vulnerable to hardware flaws. Furthermore, because of the large degree of heterogeneity
across IoT devices, the original BC architecture, which just employs an “address” to describe
a node, is unsuitable for IoT devices [75]. Moreover, multilevel security systems must be
created for heterogeneous devices [11,76]. Before delivering services to users, the system
should first adapt to current resources and make judgments about the security methods to
apply at the IoT levels. Intelligence is required for such a dynamic system [77].

3.3.5. IoT-Based Network Bandwidth

The use of BC has grown in popularity, as has the number of nodes. Only some nodes
are coupled in a P2P architectural network, and the present network can meet bandwidth
needs. In the future, the number of nodes in BC will rapidly expand. Because of the
enormous number of interconnections and broadcasts between nodes, broadcast storms
can form quickly, consuming too much network capacity. As a result, the IoT network’s
performance may be impaired, if not completely shut down [76]. Edge computing can
handle dispersed node communication. The challenge of network bandwidth needs for
large-scale deployment of BCs is expected to be overcome in IoT [76].

3.3.6. Cryptographic Mechanism

The PoW algorithm is utilized to build the consensus process in the public BC. Al-
though the PoW mining method overcomes the problem of transaction steadiness, it wastes
many resources. Mining incentives can also result in extremely concentrated mining pools.
With just seven transactions per second, the decentralized architecture provides a long-term
consensus period [76]. The BFT algorithm is used to create the consensus mechanism in
the BC consortium, which overcomes the problem of the PoW method’s low efficiency and
excessive resource consumption. For complete P2P communication monitoring of aber-
rant activity, the BFT algorithm offers a high number of signature verifications. However,
communication complexity is substantial, resulting in system overhead [76].

When employing BC, the private key is considered as the IoT device’s identification
and security credential, produced and managed by the IoT device rather than third-party
organizations. Because the Elliptic Curve Digital Signing Algorithm cannot create enough
arbitrariness, it can lead to a vulnerability where an attacker may obtain the user’s private
key [88]. The user’s private key cannot be restored after it has been lost. If the user’s private
key is obtained by attackers, the user’s BC account is vulnerable to tampering. Because the BC
is not reliant on any centralized third-party entities, it is impossible to follow the criminal’s
activities and retrieve the changed BC information if the user’s private key is taken.

Ethereum and Bitcoin, as the top BC platforms, are not well suited to meet the demands
of a large number of users, since they can only guarantee a modest maximum number
of transactions. As a result, sharding techniques, as well as off-chain and side-chain
techniques, have already demonstrated a high level of potential for addressing scalability
issues. For BC applications, privacy is also a sensitive and crucial subject. All transaction
data are publicly accessible in public BCs; nevertheless, openness in BC must be balanced
with the security of personal and sensitive data. BCs of the private and consortium types
alleviate this problem; however, they limit user access, limiting decentralization. The
security degree of BC is determined by the consensus technique employed. For example,
PoW-based consensus is subject to a 51% attack, but BFT-based consensus is vulnerable to
a 33% attack. Small BCs with fewer users are more vulnerable to these attacks, whereas
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large BCs can provide far greater security but suffer from power centralization and hashing.
As a result, for certain use-cases, an optimal tradeoff should be implemented. The BC
community is working on improving and adapting consensus procedures to make them
more efficient and secure [44].

3.3.7. Cryptographic Keys

To provide privacy and security in a BC, public-key cryptography is required. How-
ever, the limited resources IoT devices fail to meet the computational requirements of
contemporary safe cryptographic methods. When used on IoT devices, asymmetric cryp-
tography based on RSA is particularly sluggish and energy-intensive. As a result, not only
should the computing load and memory be considered when selecting a cryptographic
system, but also the amount of energy spent [68]. Most IoT devices cannot use the current
RSA key sizes. Since the failure of 768 bit and 1024 bit RSA implementations in 2010, a
2048-bit key is a minimum size considered safe. Although it is conceivable, using a 2048 bit
certificate with an ephemeral key exchange technique imposes significant overhead and
computation requirements that are impossible to meet on the restricted hardware [4,63].

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) (where cryptographic keys can be generated more
efficiently, smaller, and quicker using Elliptic Curve Theory-based PKI), on the other hand,
is a significantly lighter substitute to RSA. ECC has previously been demonstrated to beat
the power consumption and speed of RSA when used on resource-limited systems [4].
Hash functions are particularly important in BC since they are used to sign transactions.
As a result, hash functions must be safe in IoT applications (i.e., they must not produce
collisions), be quick, and spend as little energy as feasible [4]. SHA-256d, SHA-256, and
Scrypt (an algorithm that makes big attacks on the hardware more expensive by requiring
substantial memory) are the most common BC hash algorithms (used by Litecoin, Gridcoin,
and Dogecoin) [88]. SHA-256’s performance has been tested on a variety of IoT devices,
including wearables. Researchers that looked at the footprint and energy need of SHA-256
in ASICs concluded that using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is more efficient.
Other researchers recommended utilizing ciphers such as Simon because of the power
restrictions, but more research and practical evaluations of real-world BIoT applications
are still required [4,88].

3.3.8. Learned Lessons

According to our study, various elements can cause technical challenges, including com-
munication and bandwidth, cryptographic mechanisms and algorithms, heterogeneity of IoT
devices, and smart contract architecture. Despite several solutions provided to address these
challenges, mining remains a major issue in the IoT due to its limitations. A smart contract code
is typically not upgradeable; furthermore, more BC nodes will increase exponentially in the
near future limiting the bandwidth, and BC is built on the assumption of steady connections,
which is not feasible for IoT, which frequently has poor network connections.

3.4. BC-Based Scalability

Scalability refers to the capacity of BC’s IoT environments to operate without sacrificing
QoS as the number of IoT devices grows [57]. BC-based transactions, unlike standard
transactions, are implemented in every single node and ledger. Shared ledgers will become
safer and more scalable for data storage if the BC is implemented. However, numerous
challenges must be addressed, including the ledger storage facility, limited technological
progress, a qualified staff, a lack of standards, time fluctuations and processing speed,
computing capacity, and scalability challenges [75,107]. An interesting research topic
in BC-based systems is storage [26]. Scalability in the context of BCs relates to several
factors, including storage, block size, and transaction cost. Table 9 highlights the solutions
recommended addressing scalability challenges.
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Table 9. Recommendations for reducing the negative impact of scalability challenges.

Category Challenge Best Practice

Scalability

Storage [8,57,74]

• Filter, compress, or normalize IoT data
• Parallel mining using PoW and horizontal scalability
• On-node and off-node computing storage
• Encrypt data and upload in decentralized off-chain storage such as IPFS

Block size [62,64,91] • Increase the block size
• Use variable-length blocks

Cost [26,28,62]

• Combining numerous transactions
• Less expensive protocols may be employed
• Simulating and evaluating the BC-based system
• IOTA framework might help to overcome this problem in part

3.4.1. Storage

Storage is one of the main issues of the integrated architecture between IoT and BC. For
instance, to add a new node, all the previously used nodes need to store the complete chain
to validate the new node because the underlying BC framework is constantly becoming
larger, which makes it a complex and error-prone process [69]. Every member in the BC
network keeps a local copy of the entire distributed ledger. When a new block is verified, it
is broadcast over the whole P2P network, and each node adds the approved block to its
ledger. This places a strain on the storage capacity available to IoT devices. If 1000 users
trade a single 2 MB image every day in a BC application, a BC node would require around
730 GB annually [58]. As a result, when BC works with IoT data, the difficulty is to
manage the growing data storage requirements. Moreover, unlike traditional paradigms,
cryptographic algorithms must be constrained to function within the restricted storage
capacity of IoT devices. The storage requirements for broadcasts necessary for exchanging
keys must be met to ensure effective employment of communication protocols and security
for IoT [85]. One of the consequences of a BC-enabled environment is that accounting
ledgers may need to be kept for an infinite period. This necessitates offloading accounting
data from IoT devices to local or distant servers in the case of IoT devices. Although storage
prices are continually decreasing, solution providers must select where and when these
data are kept [69].

Filtering, compressing, and normalizing IoT data have been recommended using
several approaches. Saving data supplied by the IoT is useful on many levels since it
covers target services, communication, and embedded devices. Data compression reduces
the amount of time it takes to process, transmit, and store created data. Furthermore, as
demonstrated by Bitcoin-NG, BC’s consensus mechanism, which generates bottlenecks,
may be changed to increase bandwidth and minimize transaction latency, leading to better
IoT transitions [74]. Another concept is to merge the BC with the current P2P storage,
which enables storing huge amounts of data off the chain, to alleviate the storage problem.
Using the DHT, the method creates off-chain storage. The raw data are kept on the DHT
off-chain, with just the data references remaining on the BC. The SHA-256 hash is used as a
reference. The InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) is a P2P dispersed file system that combines
principles from earlier P2P systems such as BitTorrent protocol, DHT, Git, and self-certified
filesystems. Filecoin acts as an incentive layer on top of IPFS to provide a completely
distributed file storage system [26]. Desema, a decentralized service marketplace system
based on Ethereum and IPFS, has been presented. Service metadata and big data are kept
off-chain in the Desema system, with Ethereum merely storing data references [26].

3.4.2. Block Size

The amount of storage and bandwidth available in BC is increasing all the time. This
is due to the log’s increasing size and the increasing quantity of data it holds [68,88]. A
freshly created transaction is validated by adding it to a block in the BC. The size of the
block might impact the amount of time it takes to insert and validate data [11]. When it
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comes to the block size, the current platforms have taken different approaches. Bitcoin
is one of the systems with the lowest block sizes, with block sizes capped at 1 MB [64].
Any block that exceeds this restriction is considered illegitimate. This restriction impacts
the maximum number of transactions that may be included in each block, resulting in
competition between transactions, favoring those with greater fees [106]. Multichain has
increased this restriction to 32 MB block sizes, and they aim to expand it much more in the
future [62]. Other platforms, like Ethereum and HLF, have chosen to use variable-length
blocks [91].

3.4.3. Cost and Transaction Fees

Public BCs are more expensive when it comes to transaction costs. Bitcoin, for ex-
ample, is thought to have a rather high transaction cost. This is hardly surprising, given
that the nodes participating in the process of reaching a distributed consensus must be
compensated financially. Ethereum’s costs are smaller than Bitcoin’s, yet they still add up
to a significant amount. A user can reduce fees by combining numerous transactions into
one bigger transaction. Because the nodes in permissioned BCs know each other, obtaining
a distributed consensus is not as CPU-intensive; alternatively, less expensive protocols may
be employed. In fact, in the vast majority of situations, the costs may be agreed upon in
advance by the participants [62].

When it comes to design, the cost is a delicate topic. The cost is made up of two
parts: design and operation. The cost of implementing and running a BC-based system, on
the other hand, remains unknown [26]. Other than Bitcoin BC, there are few BC systems
in full production at the moment. It is impossible to estimate the cost of implementing
and running a system based on BC at scale. As a result, focused studies to determine the
possible cost of a BC-based system are required. Simulating and evaluating the BC-based
system such as NYUAD, City of Things, and SmartSantander is one option [26]. High costs
for IoT systems are inconvenient. Tangle, an IOTA framework, might help to overcome this
problem in part [28].

3.4.4. Learned Lessons

According to this research, the three parameters that determine the scalability of
BIoT are storage, transaction cost, and block size. Several solutions have been offered to
overcome scalability difficulties, but the off-chain technique may be the most promising
solution, mainly for off-chain computation and storage in FC, where a big number of
resources is dispersed and can give sufficient capacity for devices to conduct compute-
intensive jobs in real-time. FC, on the other hand, does not include infinite storage. That
is, because of the massive volume of data generated by BIoT applications, FC will be
insufficient to handle it, at least in its current form and capabilities.

3.5. Computational Processing

Although IoT devices’ processing capabilities are improving, participating as a node
capable of contributing a transaction to a BC is still computationally demanding. IoT devices
have limited resources. These devices often have limited computational capabilities, weak
network connectivity, low battery capacity, and limited storage. BCs, on the other hand,
have their unique set of criteria. Because BC data are large, it is impossible to keep the entire
BC in each IoT device, especially since the IoT creates vast amounts of data in real-time,
exacerbating the problem [69]. In most circumstances, the devices function normally for
a length of time before changing due to a variety of factors such as disconnection, short
circuits, and program obsolescence. The following discussion goes over these challenges.
Most IoT devices are short of the computing capacity needed to perform the computations
required to interact with BC directly [74]. Computational processing in the context of
BCs relates to several factors, time latency, power, and transaction throughput. Table 10
highlights the solutions recommended to addressing computational challenges.
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Table 10. Recommendations for reducing the negative impact of computational challenges.

Category Challenge Best Practice

Computational

Time [57,74,92]
• Data chunking or the detection of indicators
• Propagation scheme using closest neighbor selection (CNS)
• An acknowledgment-based scheme

Power [26,57]
• Renewable power sources
• Energy collecting
• lightweight consensus mechanisms or algorithms

Throughput [26,93]
• Off-chain transactions and sharding
• Reducing the block interval time
• TDAG-based systems

Resource management is a significant concern for the IoT. A matching contract for
resource provisioning is utilized in this distributed integration system to couple a resource
request with a resource offer. It identifies the characteristics of computing resources related
to CPU type, disk space, and RAM, and it executes the pairing with various regulations.
Add-on devices that provide specific processing capabilities are increasingly becoming
accessible, even if the IoT device itself does not have the requisite computational capabil-
ity [69]. The Intel Movidius neural computing stick, for example, integrates deep neural
networks in hardware for tasks such as filtering and object identification. Moreover, feasible
solutions will include data chunking or the detection of indicators such as departures from
predicted thresholds. More computational power is necessary for IoT or edge-of-network
devices to accomplish such processing [131]. Due to resource limits, consensus mechanisms
must be redesigned to be energy-efficient and lightweight, as well as improved energy
collecting strategies [85].

3.5.1. Time

Latency refers to the length of transaction processing time [11]. The growing number
of nodes and transactions may result in an increase in the mining and validating block’s
time. Even while public BCs can help speed up the insertion of a new block, it is still
challenging to add blocks at the pace that IoT data are created [69]. The latency limitation
has a substantial impact on scalability capabilities [69]. In addition to processing at local
nodes, data transmission across nodes contributes to the latency. The latency of the BC
network is determined by both of these delays. Forking is caused by latency caused by
propagation delays. A miner who is not a broadcasting miner may broadcast their block in
a network before receiving another miner’s block. Miners can own several blocks as a result
of the forking effect [57]. In healthcare, authenticating a block takes around 10 min, which
might compromise security countermeasures during that time. Because any delay might
affect exam analysis, healthcare systems must be flexible and available at all times [69]. BC
transactions need time to be processed, which will lead to extra latency once applied in
BIoT [75].

Feasible solutions may include data chunking or the detection of indicators such as
departures from predicted thresholds. Propagation delay must be kept to a minimum to
avoid the forking effect. The closest neighbor selection (CNS) technique was utilized in [168]
to decrease the propagation latency in the BC network. Another method of avoiding the
forking impact is to utilize acknowledgment when a new block is received, to signal whether
or not forking has happened [92]. Following the fork, the process of block generation is
restarted. This procedure repeats itself until the block is updated without forking. Because
there is a chance of a rollback if a lengthy chain does not include the necessary block in the
future, the forking effect produces probabilistic confirmation of transactions [57].

3.5.2. Power

Computational power is necessary for IoT devices to execute the consensus process.
BC is built on the assumption of steady network connections, which frequently have weak
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network IoT device connections or an unstable network owing to node failure due to
battery life, for instance. Moreover, the consensus technique needs a large amount of com-
putational power, which costs energy, making it impractical for low-power IoT devices [11].
Mining devices’ hardware necessitates substantial computing power, which raises the cost
of implementation and limits the design options for device kinds. For example, the PoW is
deemed costly in terms of computing power and storage requirements [68]. According to
Ghosh Bouri [169], up to January 2022, the worldwide Bitcoin yearly electricity consump-
tion was about 130 TWh (terawatt-hours of energy), equating to around 75 megatons of
carbon dioxide (MtCO2) annual emissions. High computational power is necessary to keep
transaction data encrypted, which consumes substantial electricity power [4]. Despite the
highly promising attempts to use different algorithms, these algorithms are still in their
early stages. Other algorithms have limitations that some applications cannot tolerate; this
may motivate the research community to seek out other alternatives to the PoW algorithms
while maintaining the excellent security and dependability that PoW provides. As a result,
studying energy-efficient consensus techniques for BC systems is intriguing [26,78].

3.5.3. Throughput

Throughput refers to the maximum processed number of transactions in a given
amount of time. The throughput is calculated by dividing the number of transactions
per second by the number of concurrent workloads and IoT nodes. IoT gadgets create
terabytes of data in real time, but BC is not intended to store that much data [11]. Only a
few transactions per second are processed by some BCs such as Bitcoin. This is undeniably
a constraint for BIoT systems. Implementing consortiums or private BCs may help in
this case [11]. Quick synchronization of new Blocks across BC nodes necessitates more
bandwidth, which can enhance BC throughput. As a result, increasing BC throughput
due to numerous transactions in IoT systems is a difficulty [58]. The BC implementation
architecture, on the other hand, needs the execution of a huge number of transactions each
minute. This makes BIoT integration challenging in either way.

Although Bitcoin is one of the most popular platforms, it is also one of the least
scalable, due to the PoW algorithm and blocks size limitations, which result in a low
transaction rate [25]. While Ethereum’s smart contracts, which allow for the execution of
sophisticated logic, enable a wide range of transaction types and block sizes, transaction
validation still takes a long time [93]. Public permissioned systems can manage significantly
greater transaction rates; HLF can handle 100,000 transactions per second [36]. In terms of
transaction rates, private BCs offer no benefit over public permissioned BCs. Multichain, on
the other hand, has the benefit of being Bitcoin-compatible [62,107]. As a result, appropriate
schemes must be carefully devised to enhance the throughput of BC systems while keeping
sufficient security to handle billions of IoT devices and sustain a large number of real-
world transactions. Many ways to enhance the throughput of BC systems have now been
proposed [26,28,93,170,171].

• Segregated witness, commonly known as SegWit, is where digital signatures are
separated from the rest of the transactions and moved to the end of the block. As a
result, transaction sizes are smaller, and one block may carry more transactions.

• Off-chain transactions: Here, if nodes make several transactions, off-chain micropay-
ment channels are formed between them to carry out serval transactions off the chain
rapidly, and BC only processes the final payment transaction.

• Sharding is a useful method for enhancing the horizontal scalability of BC systems.
Nodes are partitioned into shards using BC sharding. Only a tiny percentage of all
transactions are processed by each shard. Transactions are handled in parallel in this
manner. Two examples of sharding BC systems are Elastico and OmniLedger.

• Reduced block interval time: Block generation in BC systems consists of two processes:
transaction serialization and leader selection. The selection of one or more leader
nodes is the responsibility of the leader election. Transaction serialization refers to the
validation of transactions and the generation of new blocks by the chosen leader nodes.
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Leader nodes are picked at a low pace to reduce collisions during leader elections.
Every 10 min, for example, the Bitcoin BC leader node is chosen. Each leader election
in a typical BC system can only create one new block. Transaction validation and
block creation are delayed due to the connection of leader election and transaction
serialization. Rapid transaction serialization and slow leader selection need to be
separated to minimize block interval time and enhance throughput. Many alternatives,
including ByzCoin, Bitcoin-NG, and Solida, have incorporated the concept.

• Systems based on TDAG: TDAG is the next step of BC’s development. In a TDAG-
based system, transactions are immediately added to a graph, creating a graph of
transactions. IOTA is an example of a TDAG system. IOTA’s underlying technology is
Tangle. When a new transaction is added to the IOTA Tangle, it selects between two
prior transactions to approve. When a transaction is authorized by a large number of
other transactions, it is said to be confirmed. Because transactions are added quickly
in blocks, IOTA outperforms traditional BC systems in terms of throughput.

3.5.4. Learned Lessons

According to this article, the three factors controlling the computational processing of
BIoT applications are response time, power, and transaction throughput. Because of their
considerable networking overheads and performance, BCs are limited in their applicability
across constrained IoT devices. A possible approach is end-to-end communications over the
BC, by employing computationally capable IoT gateways. However, the challenge in this
manner is getting users to transmit their transactions to the gateways without depending
on a centralized system. On the other hand, off-chain solutions may increase functionality
by transmitting data outside the chain to reduce latency. Moreover, the collaborative
design with FC may be useful, in which FC server can conduct the heavy operation and
enhance the response time. Yet, privacy and security will be other issues of off-chain
computational services.

3.6. Regulations and Guidelines

There is a lack of regulation when it comes to BC-related applications and operations.
To ensure the continued and robust growth of the BC ecosystem, we need competent and
consistent rules and regulations. Regulations in the context of BCs relate to several factors,
including lack of standards, incentive and punishment mechanisms, and lack of awareness.
Table 11 highlights the best practices for addressing guidelines and governance challenges.

Table 11. Recommendations for reducing the negative impact of regulations challenges.

Category Challenge Best Practice

Regulations

Standards [75,77] • Use smart contracts to integrate laws and legislations into source code
• Use existing standards in BC networks

Incentive and
punishment [26]

• Incentivization enhances nodes to participate in data verification
• Punishment mechanisms are required for BC systems to avoid penalizing

malevolent nodes and double-spending attacks
• Nodes make a deposit to BC systems before they may create new blocks
• Confirmation time

Awareness [69,74] • Provide materials that enhance awareness of BIoT

3.6.1. Lack of Standards

Regulators face several challenges as a result of BC’s creative nature. The existing
centralized regulatory structure, however, is incompatible with the BC decentralized model,
particularly for public networks, because territorial rules are an issue. BC may have some
illegal content data stored on this architecture, which may lead to legal complications for
all the members of the architecture including the miners [70,71]. The smart contract used
in BIoT does not follow any legal informants outside the transacting groups. Therefore, it
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makes the integration exposed to many attacks that cannot be followed by law enforcement
and will lead to conflicts among transacting groups. However, a government or another
authority might use smart contracts to integrate laws and legislations into the source code
to control block-related matters as part of a BC agreement [65].

Interoperability is critical for allowing communication across different BC networks.
Although the lack of standards in BC benefits developers, it creates substantial communica-
tion challenges owing to a lack of interoperability. The availability of various BC networks
with various consensus models, transaction processes, and smart contract functionality is a
big barrier to interoperability [77]. Using existing standards in BC networks is one option
for dealing with this problem. For example, in their BC-based supply chain operations, IBM
and Microsoft use GS1-based data standards to ensure compatibility [77]. Another option
is to create new standards [77]. The Enterprise Ethereum Alliance (EEA), for example, has
released a standard version of the Ethereum BC.

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has established and devel-
oped several BC and distributed ledger projects since 2016 [34]. This investigation is only
the beginning of the process of ensuring that the BC and the regulations are in sync. Both
the industry authorities and the governments face difficulty in figuring out how to enhance
the lawful conduct of BCs and associated technology. Japan, Singapore, and Switzerland are
among the nations considering BC-friendly laws [44]. However, because each distributed
ledger has no central management, worldwide standards should be developed. The Euro-
pean Union Parliament has previously passed a BC resolution titled “Distributed ledger
technologies and BC: fostering trust via disintermediation”. Furthermore, the International
Association for Trusted Blockchain Applications (IATBA) was founded, bringing together
BC vendors and users from around the world with representatives from governmental and
standard-setting bodies. Therefore, policymakers can intervene in the BIoT industry by
developing security and privacy norms and standards [75].

3.6.2. Incentive and Punishment Mechanisms

Different incentive strategies are employed to mine blocks in BC networks. PoW is
used by some, whereas PoS is used by others. There are, however, several other algorithms.
Mining rewards and the payout for executing a contract are the incentive mechanisms
used in BCs. Choosing the right reward for the BC application is a delicate matter that has
ramifications for nodes and miners [77]. To demonstrate the problem, the first miner who
solves the puzzle of PoW will be paid a specific quantity of bitcoins in Bitcoin BC [11]. It
may be presumed that nodes are self-interested; thus, incentive mechanisms are required
to incentivize these nodes to donate their efforts to data verification. In cases where a
collection of nodes generates blocks collectively, the allocation of rewards among these
nodes must be properly structured [26]. Punishment mechanisms, on the other hand, are
required for BC systems to avoid double-spending attacks and penalize malevolent nodes.
The confirmation time is one approach, which means that a node’s economic incentives
can only be used after a substantial confirmation period. Once a poison transaction is
discovered within the confirmation period, the malicious node’s economic incentives will
be nullified. Another option is to make use of the deposit. Nodes must deposit BC systems
before they may create new blocks. The nodes are punished and lose a portion of their
deposit if a poison transaction occurs. This method relies heavily on a proper deposit
amount. If the deposit is too little, malicious nodes will be unaffected. Acting as a node
to produce new blocks is costly if the deposit is too big, and a casual node is incapable of
doing so, resulting in centralization. As a result, efficient reward and punishment systems
must be properly devised to attract more companies and individuals to engage in BC-based
smart cities [26].

3.6.3. Lack of Awareness

Nodes were not intended to locate one another since BC was not developed for the IoT
from the start [74]. BIoT integration is affected by the level of knowledge and awareness
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about both technologies, BC and IoT, which is very low in most of the domains, as the
distance between what people in different domains know and the cutting edge of industrial
technology continues to increase [151]. Furthermore, materials that provide an integrated
picture of new technologies such as cloud computing, IoT, security, encryption, and BC are
severely lacking. Accordingly, the National Security Agency in the United States has been
financing efforts to provide teaching materials in cybersecurity-related subjects [69].

To allow the use of BC technology in the healthcare industry, a cultural transformation
is necessary. The majority of existing healthcare systems are centralized and manual,
making them vulnerable to data breaches and single points of failure. On the other hand,
in the present BC scene, there are not enough individuals who are sufficiently educated
or equipped to manage sophisticated P2P networks [115,172]. The demand for BC-related
employment has risen by about 2000% in the past few years. Finding skilled coders, on the
other hand, has become a major issue. Because BC technology is still in its infancy, it will
take time for the development community to embrace it [77].

3.6.4. Learned Lessons

According to this article, the regulations and guidelines concerns of BIoT are char-
acterized by a lack of standards, regulations, awareness, and incentive and punishment
policies. Despite its security characteristics, BC use is restricted because of a lack of norms
and regulations. For instance, attackers might use exploitable gaps in smart contracts to
launch assaults like the DAO hack [25].

3.7. BIoT Design

IoT may benefit from BC technology in a variety of ways. However, because they were
not designed specifically to support IoT contexts, different BC components must be tuned
to make them suitable for such settings [4,108]. IoT applications create substantial traffic;
thus, the design of BIoT apps needs to be tailored to handle it. In this section, we discuss
the BIoT architectures and BC platforms that enhance BIoT integration. Table 12 highlights
the solutions recommended for addressing design challenges.

Table 12. Recommendations for reducing the negative impact of design challenges.

Category Challenge Best Practice

Design

BIoT architectures
[4,91,94,95]

• The completely distributed design is preferred for BIoT architectures;
however, in cases of cost or power constraints, alternate techniques may be
appropriate

• The BC process should be converted to a more competent layer, such as the
fog, edge, cloud layers, and SDN

BC platforms [46,57] • Tradeoff between BC platforms based on different applications
• The character of different BC platforms is determined by their design goals

3.7.1. BIoT Architecture

The architecture supporting a BC needs to be tailored to the volume of traffic generated
by IoT applications. Such an issue is more prevalent in classic cloud-based architecture, in
which the node uses IoT gateways to send data to the cloud [113]. Traditional cloud-based
IoT designs have several flaws such as the potential to disrupt the whole network by
executing DoS attacks if only one device is compromised [112,173]. Traditional cloud-based
IoT designs rely on the cloud; however, the degree of reliance varies greatly in practice.
There are additional gateways that do more complex functions (for example, sensor fusion),
although, in most cloud-based applications, the majority of the processing is conducted
in the cloud [4,95]. The architectural issues connected with BIoT service providers have
been examined in several designs suggested in the literature. Liao et al. [91] examined
four architectures, including totally distributed, distributed things, fully centralized things,
and faux distributed things. In most situations, the completely distributed design must be
followed by BIoT architectures; however, in cases of cost or power constraints, alternate
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techniques may be appropriate. Dorri et al. [166] presented a hypothetical lightweight
architecture for BIoT applications that reduce the communication overhead caused by BC.
The suggested architecture is separated into three layers: smart home layer, shared storage
layer, and cloud layer for distant storage.

Regardless of the architecture described above, the BIoT design should take into ac-
count the limits and problems mentioned above. The BC-based theoretical architecture
should consider delivering services and connecting heterogeneous IoT devices. This ap-
proach is based on a service discovery system that is built using multilayered hierarchical
BC. Accordingly, the BC process should be converted to a more competent layer, such
as the fog layer [22,128,139,142], edge and cloud layers [5,12,146], cloud layer [130], or
SDN layer [30,94]. Li et al. [106] proposed a multilayered IoT design that aimed to reduce
the complexity of BC deployment by establishing multiple layers in the IoT ecosystem
and employing one BC at each level. Samaniego et al. [174] provided another solution
to the challenge of hosting a BC on typical IoT hardware that is resource-restricted. It
looked at how FC and cloud computing architectures may be used in BIoT applications.
The FC systems beat cloud-based systems in terms of latency reaction time under heavy
transmission loads, according to the system’s empirical performance evaluation. Another
edge-based computing architecture was proposed by [175], in which the IEC 61,499 stan-
dard was used to create distributed and hierarchical platforms. To govern the fog nodes,
the authors of [30] recommended using SDN for BIoT applications. Cloud computing is
used to conduct computationally heavy activities, and FC is used to give low-latency data
access. According to the findings, the suggested design improves throughput, reduces
delays, and identifies numerous real-time IoT network threats. In the fog layer, the authors
of [142] developed a lightweight system on the basis of an SDN network. They developed
a pBC network among the devices to solve the security problems in the centralized design
of SDN.

3.7.2. Blockchain Platform

As discussed in Section 2.2 and Table 2, many features of BC platforms differ, such as
the level of security, privacy, and scalability. For example, Bitcoin and Ethereum are not
designed to achieve the demands of a high user number, since they can only guarantee a
low maximum number of transactions [125,134]. Both Bitcoin and Ethereum are connected
to a 51% attack level, whereas HLF and Multichain are tied to a 33% attack level. The
first stage in recommending a BC-based solution for a project is to assess if a BC-based
solution is feasible given the project’s needs. Several elements are used to assess if a BC use
case is valid [57] including the necessity for data to be exchanged among several parties
without the need of a centralized middleman, the immutability of information, access
permissions, the visibility and availability of shared history ledger-data to the participants,
good transparency or audit trail for each participant, if the project involves a long-running,
repetitive process that may be mechanized and coordinated using BC, and if the project’s
requirements are not met by the centralized ledger.

Moreover, the IoT’s heterogeneity and limits should also be considered in smart
contracts. Smart contracts should be used in conjunction with filtering and grouping
techniques to enable apps to handle the IoT. A discovery technique might allow for device
addition on the fly, enhancing the power of these apps. Lastly, smart contract-based
actuation methods would allow for speedier IoT responses [46]. Accordingly, different
varieties of BCs will need to be adjusted for different purposes. Furthermore, when
customers wish to combine IoT devices and BC, the first step is to determine which BC best
meets their needs. As a result, a technique for testing different BCs is required.

3.7.3. Learned Lessons

The BIoT architecture and BC platforms used, according to this article, characterize
the BIoT design-related challenges. BC is a distributed design that adds new data using a
distributed consensus mechanism. Since IoT devices produce huge levels of traffic, merely
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employing public BCs in IoT applications is not a feasible option. Other authors suggested
using FC and SDN to process BC including utilizing FC and SDN. Other suggestions
included utilizing various BC platforms based on BIoT applications. As a result, different
BC kinds were not altered for various applications. In addition, the first step in BIoT
integration will be to figure out which BC is suitable for them. Hence, a method for
evaluating various BCs is needed.

4. RQ 3—BIoT Integration: Future Concerns and Trends

We should point out that present research on utilizing BIoT applications is still in its
early phases. The majority of the projects are proof-of-concept studies. Building bench-
marks for these apps and having real-world, bigger implementations are both intriguing.
Benchmarks can assist in the development of more efficient IoT applications utilizing
BC [28]. The decentralization of BC technology is its distinguishing feature. The BC has
far-reaching consequences for research and practice [149]. At the same time, BC’s develop-
ment and acceptance of the IoT have been fraught with several challenges. The first major
unresolved challenge is how to assess BC performance. The performance of BC platforms
varies depending on the number of nodes, consensus methods, network circumstances,
and other factors. Finding ways to increase BC performance to fit IoT applications is also
an outstanding topic after this knowledge [28].

Because the BIoT has received so much attention and has been studied so extensively,
it may be impacted by a variety of different technologies. In the meanwhile, the BIoT
influences them. We briefly explore the future concerns and trends in this section, as well as
some larger thoughts on using BC in various technologies to encourage IoT development.
These concerns and trends can be categorized into seven major categories: big data, new
business model, AI, quantum computing, double-chained IoT, and interoperability. Table 13
summarizes the major future directions from the literature.

Table 13. Summary of future challenges and directions.

Challenge Research Directions

Big data [11,25,26,68,70,73]

• Complex big data analytics methodologies on limited resources IoT devices
are not directly possible

• Providing authentication to the training datasets might be a huge difficulty
• Promoting users to submit their data, using incentive mechanisms, in order

to develop ML models

New business mode [76,82,96] • Trust issues among diverse users
• Applications that minimize response time and maximize resource usage

AI [8,26,36,97–99] • Low-quality data can drastically damage the learning process
• Access to the training dataset by hackers enables them to change attacks type

Quantum computing [77,82] • Poses major security concerns for public-key cryptography-based BC systems
• Quantum-resistant encryption development

Double-chained IoT [76]

• Security methods developed lack a credit guarantee and data security
measures

• Data BC and transaction BC can be integrated into a double-chain mode
based on BC

Interoperability [8,78] • Issues arise in data sharing: data exchange, data valuation, and data buildup
• Multi-signature and BC shared ledger can be used to enhance interoperability

IoT, BC, and edge integration [12,105,142,150] • Inclusion of edge computing or SDN to enhance the security and privacy
• Edge and fog also have their own concerns that should be considered

4.1. Big Data

The study of IoT real-time produced data is becoming increasingly popular. This sort
of data is typically diverse and large in volume, yet it has large value for a business [11].
Analysis of IoT big data might uncover hidden useful and relevant information that
may help users make better decisions. The business demands of BC financial services,
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for example, are significant, necessitating the addition of big data and related analytic
capabilities to the ledger offered by the whole BC [117]. A group of more than 40 Japanese
banks has inked a contract with Ripple to simplify the movement of payments between bank
accounts and undertake real-time and low-cost transactions [70,145]. Another example was
recently released by the Indian government by setting up a gene database system based on
block linkages for 50 million people [70].

Despite these efforts, bringing traditional big data analysis to the IoT is a big challenge
due to the following concerns [26,68,73]: (1) resources and computational capabilities
are limited for IoT devices, which makes it impossible to use complex big data analytics
methodologies on IoT devices directly. A potential alternative is to upload the data to clouds
for processing and big data analysis, although this might result in significant latency and
privacy problems; (2) the digital signature of a public/private key guarantees privacy in
the BIoT. However, anonymous data may make decrypting and executing big data analysis
a challenge and a time-consuming operation that leads to ineffective data analytics.

4.2. New Business Mode Based on Blockchain

IoT will link gadgets, in the future, to handle data exchanges. IoT-connected devices
will have clever varied applications and functions to generate commercial value within
the provided rule logic. To verify the legitimacy of transactions, it is required to accurately
record transaction needs to be issued by IoT devices. Because the participants participating
in such collaborations and transactions are usually from diverse stakeholder groups, estab-
lishing trust connections can be challenging using the traditional centralized architecture.
As a result, IoT device collaboration and transactions can only take place inside the same
trust domain. The application business value of IoT is substantially reduced as a result of
this [76,96].

For trustworthy intermediates, BC can provide direct transactions. IBM and Samsung
collaborated on Autonomous Distributed P2P Telemetry (ADEPT), a BC-based authenti-
cation solution. This technique creates a dispersed smart device network. ADEPT allows
linked devices to interact securely and effectively, as well as execute sophisticated business
logic. When a home’s washing machine’s supply of washing powder runs low, for example,
the washing machine’s smart contract control may order the powder directly from the
supplier, and BC will validate the order and execute the payment transactions among the
smart devices linked to the ADEPT [76]. Advanced IoT applications are needed for fore-
casting or traffic control. This will necessitate general application refactoring approaches
based on quantum architectures and can be applied to cognitive models. These apps use
a variety of edge resources to minimize response time while running and to maximize
resource usage [82].

4.3. Artificial Intelligence

With a big volume of shared data of good quality and a strong BC-based distributed
computing system, BC may make it feasible to move AI closer to the IoT [36,116]. To make
intelligent judgments for improving automated chores such as scheduling and energy
transactions, AI methods can aid IoT to a large extent [8,26]. These approaches can enhance
edge computing scalability and increase the compute capacity for IoT data processing [97].
IoT devices run the learning models locally and communicate updates to several dispersed
combination servers [176]. These servers exchange their related IoT devices learning models
before performing global model aggregation [177]. There is no need for a centralized
aggregation server, in this way. Several studies have used a federated learning model in
IoT devices to address this issue. For example, Qu et al. [177] developed a BC-enabled
federated learning method for FC. To provide resilience, this method aggregates local
learning models in a dispersed way rather than using a unified server. All updates from
local fog servers, in the end, are provided to all IoT devices that interact throughout the
learning process. In another example, Savazzi et al. [176] proposed a federated learning
strategy that relied on cooperation between IoT devices, without the need for a fog server,
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to avoid the situation when IoT devices are unable to communicate with their fog server
owing to communication restrictions.

Furthermore, by utilizing resource optimization strategies and scalable ML approaches,
AI can assist in optimizing QoS and reducing breaches of services [82]. ML and BC have
recently become increasingly popular. For example, Outchakoucht et al. [178] proposed a
dynamic access control system based on BC, with access control strategies implemented as
smart contracts. Smart contracts are updated based on reinforcement learning algorithms,
which are utilized to improve and change access control rules. Roldan et al. [179] suggested
combining ML with complex event processing techniques for real-time threat detection
and effective event management.

However, the IoT application determines the federated local learning model type that
should be utilized. According to [99], a feed-forward neural network (FNN) learning model
is suitable for DDos attacks applications, a convolutional neural network (CNN) model suits
smart car infotainment and image-based disease diagnosis applications, a support vector
machine (SVM) model is suitable for detecting malware and slicing network applications, a
long-short term memory (LSTM) model is suitable for edge caching and traffic prediction
applications, and a K-means model suits IoT networks proactive caching and sensor
network clustering applications. Because noisy or low-quality data can drastically damage
the learning process, the algorithm requires a solid data sample to produce appropriate
training datasets, which is not the case in BIoT [36,98]. Accordingly, decentralizing IoT with
ML faces a significant barrier in terms of training dataset authenticity [68,102]. Furthermore,
if the adversaries are conscious of the attacking nature and have access to the training
dataset, this may easily change the attack or attack type [73,180]. As a result, determining
the precise nature of an attack to properly discern between desired and undesirable network
states is another difficult problem that requires additional exploration [25].

4.4. Quantum Computing

Although BC-based frameworks can provide edge computing systems with a greater
level of security, super-scale data integrity necessitates fast hash computation. To over-
come this challenge, quantum computers must be used to build adaptable systems to data
properties [82]. Quantum dot architecture can help with the creation of new hashing and en-
cryption mechanisms that make data integrity more difficult. To offer all stakeholders a safe
environment that facilitates this paradigm change, the privacy and trust models established
for serverless computing require special consideration, which might represent a challenge
in the future [82]. Quantum computing is quickly increasing the processing capacity of con-
temporary computers, posing major security concerns for public-key cryptography-based
BC systems. BC systems are predicated on the idea that traditional computers can swiftly
decrypt large quantities. As a new technology, quantum computing can solve extremely
complex matters very quickly. As a result, it poses a severe data security danger to BC
technology. One proposed solution to this problem is to use quantum-resistant encryption
instead of traditional digital signatures [77].

4.5. Double-Chained IoT Security Scheme

Studies on decentralization, data tampering, and information sharing have been
conducted in light of the lack of credit guarantee methods and data security issues in IoT.
A lightweight data-sharing security method for IoT is also a potential growth path [76].
To safeguard data gathering and transactions, the data BC and transaction BC can be
integrated into a double-chain mode based on BC. The data BC, in particular, employs
consensus algorithms to create a data ledger that prevents data tampering; in contrast, BC
offers a decentralized, traceable, tamper-proof, and efficient ledger to enhance payment
operations between IoT nodes [76].
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4.6. Interoperability of IoT and Blockchain

This describes the exchange of data between various entities [78]. Resource sharing
is a critical component of BIoT apps’ compatibility. However, resource sharing confronts
other obstacles, involving user identification, price, and resource management. Issues
arise in data sharing as a result of data exchange, data valuation, and data buildup [76].
As a platform-centered BC solution, a safe mechanism with low cost can be straightfor-
wardly deployed [8]. The BC approach’s shared ledger increases the passage of real-time
information among multiple groups to be tracked, lowering the cost of managing the
shared data method. The network linked with power can benefit from a BC strategy [181].
The multi-signature energy trading system allows coworkers to retain transaction secu-
rity and calculate energy costs while posting anonymously. It also addresses difficulties
such as self-discipline management, interaction, accurate measurement, and optimization
selections [8].

4.7. IoT, Blockchain, and Edge Computing Integration

Edge computing and software-defined networking (SDN) are two solutions offered in
the recent literature to reduce IoT difficulties related to capacity and capabilities [12,142].
The concept is to transfer BC processes and consensus to the edge or SDN, which has
additional capabilities and storage space. This appears to be a sensible problem-solving
approach [102]. In the edge and SDN architecture, the BC system’s nodes are all linked
to the network, and each one keeps a copy of the transaction [105]. These data are often
updated across all nodes to maintain their integrity. This enables a large number of nodes
to make verification decisions based on prior transactions even while they do not trust one
another. This improves security and privacy, as well as eliminates the need for centralized
authentication authorities. In the SDN architecture, in order to provide an appropriate
attack detection model, SDN continuously monitors and analyzes traffic data throughout
the whole IoT network, whereas BC offers distributed detection mechanisms to address the
single point of failure problem with the current design [142,150]. However, the scalability,
lack of standards, and interoperability issues that these technologies (i.e., fog computing
and edge computing) also compromise should be taken into account [162].

5. Discussion and Limitations

This paper reviewed the available literature to give readers a thorough grasp of the
issues surrounding BIoT integration. We did this by responding to three study questions:
What difficulties does BIoT integration now face? (RQ1) What suggestions have been
made in the literature to address these issues? (RQ2) What are the following issues and
research directions for integrating the BIoT? (RQ3). This paper contributes by offering a
thorough analysis and synthesis of all BIoT problems found in the literature, as stated in
Section 2.4. This paper offers a comprehensive assessment of all potential issues from all
known BIoT applications, in contrast to earlier survey studies that only revealed select BIoT
challenges based on specific BIoT applications. There were seven categories of challenges
totaling 28 challenges. the current best practices were also outlined. Future issues of BIoT
integration were also identified and discussed.

Big data analysis, AI, quantum computing, double-chained IoT security scheme, inter-
operability of IoT and BC, and integration of IoT, BC, and edge computing were the seven
future problems mentioned in this article. Future issues will take on a new dimension as a
result of these tendencies. For instance, even though many authors mentioned integrating
the IoT with other layers such as edge or fog computing, these technologies also have their
own issues that should be taken into account when implementing the IoT, such as scalability,
interoperability, and the absence of industry standards among different providers. Quan-
tum computing will also pose a serious threat to all already employed security solutions,
including BC technology. Therefore, while adapting these countermeasures to the IoT age,
future research and industry ideas should take this into account.
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According to an examination of related literature, it was determined that BIoT in-
tegration may take many different shapes and designs, depending on the desired goal,
application, and difficulties. In addition, the studies that were examined offered a range
of approaches to address some of these issues. Others focused on minimizing specific
problems, while others focused on the overall architectural perspective necessary for the
integration. As a result, there is a growing requirement for an efficient design that considers
the integration process’s obstacles, such as IoT device limitations, privacy, security, and
big data analytics. In addition, the best approach for facilitating proper smart contract
implementation should be studied. In addition, several other academics have used the inte-
gration as a platform for deploying specific applications. Many issues, however, still require
additional investigation and answers. Since BC technology is recent and still evolving, data
are scarce (e.g., out of date or unavailable due to the rapid and continuous development
process), and IoT implementations are still in the early stages. As a result, the data and
knowledge we were able to collect from online accessible databases for each platform
limited our comprehensive comparison. We concentrated on the most common platforms.
Lastly, we did not conduct any real-world tests to ensure that the reported transaction
speed was comparable to that stated in the reported studies.

6. Conclusions

As the age of information technology draws to an end, the emerging BC technology
and knowledge automation are expected to dominate smart technology in the future. The
technological properties of BCs, as well as their development potential, have long been
recognized for their far-reaching influence on the actual world. Since Bitcoin’s rise to
prominence, the BC has quickly progressed, which will change the IoT environment and
help other technologies and sectors. The state of the art of BIoT-related problems was
evaluated in this article. We went through the history of BC, as well as its characteristics,
structure, and platforms. Following that, we presented existing BioT integration difficulties,
as well as suggested solutions.

Despite ongoing efforts to develop a successful BIoT integration, several challenges
restrict appropriate implementation, as well as the integrated system’s application range
to ensure its optimal use. Security, privacy preservation, technological concerns, scalabil-
ity, computational processing, regulations, and BIoT design are the seven categories of
challenges we found. Future BIoT problems and research directions were also discussed.
Lastly, future BIoT integration trends and developments were explored. By providing
more information on the present and potential future barriers that should be taken into
account in BIoT integration, the findings of this study may be helpful to practitioners and
researchers in the field of BIoT.
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